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(Socialist Workers Party) 

Attached are timely submitted comments from Lindsey Frank 
and Michael Krinsky on behalf of the Socialist Workers Party, 
Socialist Workers Nationai Campaign Committee, and committees 
supporting candidates of the Socialist Workers Party. 
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AOR 2012-38 (Socialist Workers Party) 
Lindsey Frank 
to: m i ^ Z 17 Pi. '2 
chemsley 
04/17/2013 05:05 PM OFFICi 
Cc: f ll : •• 
kdeeley, rknop, NStipanovic, EHeiden, ABell, "Michael Krinsky" 
Hide Details 
From: "Lindsey Frank" <lfrank(grbskl.com> Sort LisL.. 
To: <chemsley@fec.gov>, 
Cc: <kdeeley(@fec.gov>, <rknop(gfec.gov>, <NStipanovic(@fec.gov>, 
<EHeiden(gfec.gov>, <ABell(gfec.gov>, "Michael Krinsky" <mkrinsky@rbskl.com> 

I Attachment 

AO 2012-38_SWP Comments.pdf 

Dear Ms. Hemsley: 

Attached please find the comments on the drafts of AO 2012-38 made by our clients, the Socialist Workers Party, 
the Socialist Workers National Campaign Committee, and committees supporting candidates of the Socialist 
Workers Party. 

A hard copy was sent by overnight Federal Express delivery earlier today. ^ 

Sincerely, S Q 
Lindsey Frank :PO ^ZJOS^O 

Lindsey Frank, Esq. 
Rabinowitz, Boudin, Standard, Krinsky & Lieberman, P.C. -o § £ 2 ^ ^ 
45 Broadway, Suite 1700 ^ > 9 o o 
New York. NY 10006 Ol g 
Tel:2l2-2S4-llll ext 114 ro ^ 
Fax:212-674-4614 O 

This transmission is intended only for the use ofthe addressee and may contain information that is privileged, confidential 
and exempt Irom disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any use of tiiis communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately. 

From: Lindsey Frank 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 1:33 PM 
To: 'chemsley(§)fec.gov' 
Cc: 'kdeeley@fec.gov'; 'rknop@fec.gov'; 'NStlpanovlc@fec.gov'; 'EHelden@fec.gov'; 'ABell@fec.gov'; Michael 
Krinsky 

Subject: RE: AOR 2012-38 (Socialist Workers Party) 

Dear l\̂ s. Hemsley: 
I confirm that the requestors ofthe above-referenced advisory opinion agree to extend the deadline for the 
Commission to respond until April 30,2013. 

I also confirm that the requestors agree to file with the Commission by 10:00 a.m. on April 18,2013 any 
comments on the drafts of AO 2012-38 that have been made public. 

Thank you fbr your courtesies. 

file://C:\Users\rknop\AppData\Local\Temp\notesFCBCEE\~web5455.htm 4/17/2013 
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Sincerely, 
Lindsey Frank 

Lindsey Frank, Esq. 
Rabinowitz, Boudin, Standard, Krinsky & Liebennan, P.C. 
4S Broadway, Suite 1700 
New York, NY 10006 
Tel:2l2-2S4-llll ext 114 
Fax:212-674-4614 

This transmission is intended only for the use ofthe addressee and may contain information that is privileged, confidential 
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any use of this communication is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately. 

From: chemsley@fec.gov rmallto:chemslev®fec.Qov1 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 1:02 PM 
To: Lindsey Frank 
Cc: kdeeley@fec.gov; rknop@fec.gov; NStipanovic@fec.gov; EHeiden@fec.gov; ABell@fec.gov 
Subject: AOR 2012-38 (Socialist Workers Party) 

Dear Mr. Frank, 

Pursuant to our phone conversation today, the Commission will agree to your proposal to defer consideration of 
your clients' Advisory Opinion Request until the Open Session scheduled fbr April 25,2013. Please confirm by 
retum email that the requestors of the above-referenced advisory opinion agree to extend the deadline fbr the 
Commission to respond until April 30,2013. Please also confimn that the requestors agree to file with the 
Commission by 10:00 a.m. on April 18,2013 any comments on the drafts of AO 2012-38 that have been made 
public. 

Thank you. 
Cheryl Hemsley 

Cheryl Hemsley 
Attorney, Policy Division 
Office of General Counsel 
Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street, NW 
Washington, OC 20463 
(202) 694-1650 

file.7/C:\Users\rknop\AppData\Local\Temp\notesFCBCEE\~web5455.htm 4/17/2013 
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April 17,2013 

Federal hicction Commission 
OlTice of General Counsel 
999 E Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20463 

Dear Commissioners: 

On behalf of our clients, the Socialist Workers Party, the Socialist Workers National 

Campaign Committee, and committees supporting candidates of the Socialist Workers Party 

(hereinafter collectively, for convenience, "SWP"), we respectfully request that the Commission 

approve Draft A of Advisory Opinion 2012-38, with an extension ofthe partial reporting 

exemption until December 31,2016, instead of December 31,2015, as currently stated in Draft 

A. 

The SWP strongly opposes Draft B of Advisory Opinion 2012-38 as it, inter alia: (1) 

fails to identify a sufficient factual basis to break with the Commission's long-standing, prior 

Advisory Opinions granting an exemption conceming the SWP; (2) applies the wrong legal 

standard in several material aspects, departing from well-established case law, including, but not 

limited to, long-standing Supreme Court case law conceming the SWP, among other minor 

parties; and (3) inaccurately describes the factual record before the Commission in important 

respects. 



Any one of these three errors would compel rejection of Draft B. Together, they provide 

overwhelming reason to reject Draft B and accept Draft A. 

After much litigation, including by the SWP and others in the Supreme Court and other 

federal courts, faithftilly applied by the Commission, a well-developed standard has been 

established conceming exemptions such as that of the SWP. Draft B so far departs from this 

standard in so many ways as to re-open this area ofthe law and needlessly invites a whole new 

round of consideration. 

In response to some of the issues raised by Draft B and, in further support of its already 

extensive record of past threats, violence and harassment by the govemment and private persons, 

as well as pervasive fear among potential SWP supporters of threats, harassment and reprisals if 

they were to associate with or contribute to the SWP, the SWP provides still further evidence to 

support its request, namely:' 

58-59 Two declarations from two different SWP supporters, who had donated more than 
$200 to the SWP during the 2012 presidential election campaign, stating that they 
may not continue to donate to the SWP if its reporting exemption is not granted 
because they would be concerned that their names as contributors would become 
public and they would be subject to threats, harassment or violence by the 
govemment or private persons as well as job harassment or firing. 

60. In Omaha, Nebraska in February 2013, an SWP supporter, while petitioning to 
put an SWP candidate on the ballot, was seriously publicly threatened by a man 
yelling, "You deserve to die you commie bastard. Go back to Cuba." This man 
said he was going to call his militia friends to come down and *'beat the shit out 
of the SWP supporter and proceeded to call one of his Iriends and told him to 
**Come down right away, I have a conunie bastard down here; he's white, wearing 
a baseball hat, dark coat, and is around six feet tall. We need to beat the shit out of 
him." He also said he was going to call the cops. The man proceeded to follow 
the SWP supporter into a grocery store as the SWP supporter tried to avoid 
confrontation. 

61. A declaration from the editor of The Militant newspaper, which has offered 
editorial endorsement to the candidates of the Socialist Workers Party, in which 
he details instances of mail threatening physical attack or murder against The 
Militant*s reporters or office. 

Exhibit numbers continue torn the SWF's November 7.2012 Request. 



62. A declaration from the editor of The Militant newspaper, in which he describes 
five (5) instances of individuals quoted in articles in The Militant posted online, 
who have encountered difficulty in maintaining or getting a job because 
employers have found their quotes in The Militant when searehing their names on 
the internet. 'Iliese individuals asked that their names be removed for fear that 
they will continue to encounter difficulties in getting or keeping a job because of 
their association with The Militant. 

63. In Boston in 2008, the Boston Police Department openly photographed and 
recorded individuals and political organizations engaged in lawful political 
activities in the Boston area. Because the govemment is survcilling these protests, 
in which the SWP and SWP candidates have and continue to participate, people 
considering contributing to or supporting the SWP campaign will reasonably 
conclude that the govemment is also surveilling the SWP and that SWP 
supporters will also be subject to harassment. 

64. In Longview, Washington in 2011, the police conducted surveillance of protests 
and picket lines in which the SWP actively participated. Because the govermnent 
is surveilling these union support rallies, in which the SWP and SWP candidates 
have and continue to participate, and the govemment and private persons are 
harassing these union supporters, people considering contributing to or supporting 
the SWP campaign will reasonably conclude that the govemment is also 
surveilling the SWP and SWP supporters will also be subject to harassment. 

65. A declaration ofthe chairman of the Socialist Workers National Campaign 
Committee demonstrating that the SWP has never been used to divert votes from 
another parly's candidates. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. Draft B's Assertion that the Record of Threats, Violence and Harassment 
Between 1990 and 2008 Is In '̂ Substantial Decline" or ''Minimal** Is Wrong. 

This section addresses Draft B's misinterpretation and misunderstanding of the record 

before the FEC conceming the SWP's history of suffering violence, threats and harassment 

between 1990 and 2008, Draft B, at 13-14. Draft B's misinterpretation and misunderstanding of 

the record before the FEC concerning incidents of violence, harassment and threats against the 

SWP since 2008, Draft B, at 14-20, is addressed below in Point HI. 

Draft B correctly acknowledges, as it must, that, under long-standing Supreme Court and 

Commission precedent, it must consider the history of threats, violence or harassment against the 

SWP by the govemment or private parties and not just events during the last reporting period. 

However, contrary to the substantial evidence provided by the SWP, Draft B then incorrectly 

proceeds to minimize this history. Its allegation that the record of threats, violence and 

harassment directed at the SWP or its supporters by governmental authorities or private parties 

since 1990 is in "substantial decline" and "minimal," is a patent misreading ofthe record. See 



Draft B, at 13,14.̂  Indeed, Draft B contradicts iLsclf later by describing several incidenLs 

between 1990 and 2008 as "accounts of serious and widespread incidents by private parties." 

Draft B, at 18. 

Rather than declining, the number of incidents has actually increased since 1990. For the 

period 1985-1990, the SWP documented approximately 28 incidents of threats, harassment or 

reprisals. See SWP Submission to the FEC, dated July 2,1990. For the 1990-1996 period, the 

SWP documented 72 incidents of threats, harassment or reprisals. See SWP Submission to the 

VHC, dated January 17,1997. For the 1996-2002 period, the SWP documented 74 incidents of 

threats, harassment or reprisals. See SWP Submission to the FEC, dated February 13,2003. For 

the period 2002-2008, the SWP documented 76 incidents of threats, harassment or reprisals. See 

SWP Submission to the FEC, dated January 13,2009. 

Also, as evidenced by this record, since 1990, the SWP and its supporters have suffered a 

long and continuous list of serious threats, violence and harassment, including, but not limited to, 

having "incendiary material... thrown ... into a local SWP headquaiters ... setting the front part 

ofthe building on fire and causing considerable damage" (2009-01, at 7); bullets fired through 

windows of SWP's headquarters (1996-46, at 5; 1990-13, at 6); a continuous string of broken 

v̂ ndows (2009-01, at 7; 1996-46, at 5; 1990-13, at 6); a swastika and a "White Power" slogan 

spray-painted on the building that housed the SWP office in Alabama (1996-46, at 5); animal 

parts and products, such as pigs feet, chicken livers and eggs, strewn over and shoved in the 

SWP's campaign headquarters in Iowa (2002 AO Request, at 33); physical assaults at 

informational tables (2009-01, at 7; 1996-46, at 5; 1990-13, at 6); threats of harm made in 

' Draft B misstates the SWP's position on page 6 (emphasis added) - *'[t]he SWP argues that, along with tiie 
lengthy history of govemment harassment and disruption that ended prior to 1990...." The SWP never alleged tfiat 
the histor>' of govemment harassment and disruption ended prior to 1990. In fact, the SWP has provided the 
Commission with evidence of numerous instances of govemment harassment since 1990, as shown below. See also, 
infra. Point 1(B). 



person, by phone and by letter (2009-01, at 7-8 - e.g.̂  an individual said he wanted to "put a 

bullet in every one of your heads"; 1996-46, at 5; 2003-02, at 7; 1990-13, at 6); and sanctions at 

work or termination of employment (2009-01, at 8; 2003-02, at 7; 1996-46, at 5). 

Draft B does not point to any evidence to support its claim, contrary to the record, that 

the record of threats, violence and harassment since 1990 is in "substantial decline" or 

"minimal," except to rely upon to an unfounded .statement by the Commission in AO 2009-01, to 

which the SWP objected. Compare Draft B, at 14 with Comments of AO 2009-01 (dated March 

17,2009), at 3. Draft B cannot so simply dismiss the SWP's well-founded record of persistent 

harassment. 

In addition to being factually inaccurate. Draft B's assertion neglects the fact that this 

allegedly "minimal" record has been sufficient for the Commission, over the last 22 years, to 

"conclude[j that there is a reasonable probability that contributors to, and vendors doing business 

with, the SWP and committees supporting SWP candidates would face threats, harassment, or 

reprisals if their names and information about them were disclosed." AO 2009-01, at 11. 

A. Draft B's Assertion that "the Past Govemment Surveillance and Harassment 
ofthe SWP" Is "Distant" Is Also Wrong. 

Even though private surveillance and harassment can provide as powerful grounds for 

exemption as govemment action, we note that Draft B's statement is incorrect even as to 

governmental action. Draft B's statement that "past govemment surveillance and harassment of 

the SWP" is "distant" is wrong. Draft B, at 14. For example, on May 16,2007, two FBI agents 

arrived unannounced at the home of David ArgucUo, the 2006 Socialist Workers Party candidate 

for U.S. Congress, in San Diego, Califomia, on the pretense that they had information from an 

anonymous source that Mr. Arguello advocated violence against the U.S. Govemment See SWP 



Submission lo the FHC:, dated October 30,2008, at Hx. 19. The agents interrogated Mr. Arguello 

about his political views and activities and his interest in unionizing his workplace. Id. 

In 2000, the FBI refused lo provide security clearance to an SWP supporter and 

presidential elector so he could become a federal census worker, even though he had scored a 97 

on the exam and was labeled a "priority hire." See 2000 AO Request, at 37-38. In 1998, two 

federal officers from the Federal Protective Service were seen taking close-up pictures of SWP 

supporters at a picket line protesting the U.S. policy in Iraq. See id, at 42. 

These are just some of the examples of govemment harassment about which the SWP 

knows. Furthermore, these examples must reasonably be considered just the tip ofthe iceberg. 

As was revealed through long and hard-fought litigation as well as congressional investigations, 

most ofthe government's surveillance and haras.sment is conducted covertly and is nearly 

impossible to detect. See Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney General, 642 F. Supp. 1357,1404-

07 (S.D.N.Y. 1986) (FBI's SWP Disruption Program was "a covert program ... intended not to 

be traceable to the FBI." It only came to light after hard-fought litigation. "[T]he FBI consumed 

a substantial amount of time ... trying to conceal from [the SWP] the actual facts about the SWP 

Dismption Program."). As just one known example discovered through the SWP's litigation, the 

more than 200 covert burglaries ofthe SWP offices and its members' homes that occurred in the 

1940s-1960s were "intended ... [to] be carried out with complete secrecy." Id at 1393-95,1407. 

The Govemment, at the FBI's recommendation, at first falsely deny involvement in these 

burglaries during the course ofthe legal proceeding. Id. at 1408. 

Moreover, over the past 22 years, the SWP has also been subjected to scores upon scores 

of incidents of harassment by police officers, who frequently demonstrate their explicit, deep-

seated and politically-based bias toward the SWP (2009-01, at 8-9; 2003-02, at 7; 1996-46, at 5). 



B. Draft B's Requirement that the SWP Corroborate Its Evidence of Govemment 
Harassment with Statements bv Government Officials Is Contrary To 
Longstanding Supreme Court Precedent. 

Draft B improperly attempts to undermine the extensive record presented by the SWP by 

suggesting that the SWP be required, for the first time, to corroborate its allegations of 

surveillance or harassment by the govemment with "statement by Federal officials indicating a 

need to gather intbrmation on the SWP," citing to the SWP's pre-1990 court cases. See Draft B, 

at 13-15. Not only has the Commission never imposed such a requirement, this requirement 

would be inconsistent with longstanding Supreme Court case law establishing a "low" 

evidentiary standard for exemption requests by minor parties and recognizing that minor parties 

can "rely on a wide array of evidence to meet" its burden. John Doe No. I v. Reed̂  130 S. Ct. 

2811,2823,2827 (2010) (J. Alito concur) (citing prior Supreme Court precedent; internal 

citations omitted) ("The burden of proof must be low ... From its inception,... the as-applied 

exemption has not imposed onerous burdens of proof on speakers who fear that disclosure might 

lead to harassment or intimidation."). As the Supreme Court in Buckley held, "unduly strict 

requirements of proof could impose a heavy burden ... Minor parties must be allowed sufficient 

flexibility in the proof of injury to assure a fair consideration of their claim." 424 U.S. at 74. 

The Supreme Court established this low evidentiary standard for good reason, as 

statements acknowledging covert surveillance and/or harassment, such as the ones Draft B would 

require, are not easy lo obtain and, in most if not all cases, would require costly and time-

consuming litigation that minor political parties, such as the SWP, can scarcely afford. This is 

unequivocally established by the SWP's own history of covert government surveillance and 

actions that only came to light through extensive, hard-fought litigation and congressional 

investigation. 



Even ifil were tme that there is less direct evidence of Federal govemment harassment, 

compared with the evidence obtained through litigation in the 1980s, the SWP has provided 

ample evidence that, on the basis of the long history of threats, violence and harassment against 

SWP supporters by the government, coupled with the well-known, documented, post-9/11 efforts 

ofthe U.S. government to monitor domestic protest organizations, there is an increasingly 

pervasive and reasonable fear among potential SWP supporters that their support for, or 

association with, the SWP will subject them to threats, violence or harassment by the 

government as well. The Commission has affirmed this fact time and again, holding that "the 

long history of Federal and local governmental harassment continues to have some present-day 

chilling elTect despite the abatement of Federal governmental harassment." 2009-01, at 11 

(citing sworn statements as to reluctance of individuals to sign petitions or subscribe to SWP 

literature for fear of further scmtiny by governmental authorities, and some of these individuals 

cited concerns as to recent increased government surveillance); see also AO 2003-02, at 9 

("history continue to have a chilling effect... One indication of this is the refusal of individuals 

to purchase or subscribe to SWP literature or circulations for fear of being included in lists 

maintained by the govemment identifying them as SWP supporters"). 

This "present-day chilling effect" has not gone away, but rather has increased, as is 

demonstrated by the increasing number of potential SWP supporters, who refuse to support or 

contribute to the SWP, because of fear of govemment surveillance or harassment. See Request, 

at 33,37-38 (The SWP has presented almost twice as many examples of this kind of widespread 

fear in the past four (4) year exemption period, relative to the prior six (6) year reporting period). 

Draft B completely fails to consider the extensive record ofthe increasing number of potential 

SWP supporters, who refuse to support or contribute to the SWP, because of this fear. 

10 



II. Draft B Applies a Legal Standard that Represents a Signiflcant and 

Unwarranted Departure from Well-Established Supreme Court Case Law. 

In several key instances, Draft B applies the wrong legal standard, one that represents a 

significant and unwarranted departure from well-established case law, including, but not limited 

to, long-standing Supreme Court case law concerning the SWP and olher minor parties. 
A. Contrary to Draft B's Assertion, the SWP Does Not Need to Submit Evidence of 

Serious Harassment and Reprisals. 

Long-standing Supreme Court and FEC precedent does not require that the applicant 

provide evidence of "serious" harassment and reprisal, as Draft B insinuates at 19, but rather 

only that they establish "a reasonable probability that the compelled disclosure of a party's 

contributors' names will subject them to threats, harassment or reprisals from either Govemment 

officials or private parties." Buckley, at 74. None ofthe prior Commission Advisory Opinions 

apply this "serious'* standard. See, e.g., AO 2009-01, AO 2003-02, AO 1996-46, AO 1990-13. 

Draft B relies upon no case law or Commission precedent to support this novel and unwarranted 

legal requirement. 

B. Contrary to Draft B's Assertion. In Order for Potential Supporters* Fear to Be 
Reasonable, the SWP Does Not Need to Submit Current or Recent Evidence of 
Govemment Harassment or Disruption. 

Draft B's statement at p. 14 that "[i]n order for fears to be reasonable,... there must be 

some current or recent evidence of govemment harassment or disruption" is wrong on two 

counts: it is not necessary to provide either: (a) "current or recent" evidence of harassment; or (b) 

evidence of govemment harassment. Indeed, the very cases Draft B relies upon. Brown v. 

Socialist Workers 74 Campaign Comm., 459 U.S. 87,98 (1982), and FEC v. Hall-Tyner, 678 

F.2d 416,422 (2d Cir. 1982), clearly demonstrate this. In Brown, the Supreme Court held that a 

minor political party may satisfy their evidentiary burden by, among other means, providing 

11 



"specific evidence of past or present harassment... A pattern of threats or specific 

manifestations of public hostility may be sufficient" Brown, 459 U.S. at 93 (emphasis added) 

(quoted bv Draft B. at 12). Of course, as in Brown, "proof of specific incidents of private and 

government hostility ... within the [preceding) four years," 459 U.S. at 98-99, may satisfy this 

.standard, but "current or recent evidence of government harassment or disruption" was not 

required by that Court and. to our knowledge, has never been required. Similarly, in llall-Tyner, 

the court did not impose this requirement, holding rather that a "'pattern of threats or specific 

manifestations of public hostility'" would be all that is necessary. 678 F.2d at 423 {quoting 

Valeo, 424 U.S. at 74). Even though no such current or recent government harassment or 

disruption need be established, the SWP, nonetheless, has provided extensive evidence of such 

government harassment. See Request, at 43-50. 

C. Draft B's Reliance on ProtectMarriaee.com v. Bowen Is Completely Misplaced. 

Draft B's reliance on the recent district court case ProiectMarriage.com v. Bowen, 830 F. 

Supp. 2d 914,933 (H.D. Cal. 2011) (reporting requirements applied to ballot committees 

supporting passage of California's Proposition 8 conceming marriage) is completely misplaced. 

In denying the plaintiffs protection under Buckley, the court in ProtectMarriage.com went to 

great lengths to distinguish the SWP from the plaintiffs in that case: 

Unlike the facts in Brown [v. Socialist Workers 74 Campaign Comm., 459 U.S. 
87 (1982)], the proponehts of Proposition 8 succeeded in persuading over seven 
million voters to support their cause. They were successful in their endeavor to 
pass the ballot initiative and raised millions of dollars in the process. This set of 
circumstances is a far crv from the sixtv-member SWP partv. repeatedly 
unsuccessful at the polls, and incapable of raising sufTicicnt funds. Indeed, it 
became abundantly clear during oral argument that Plaintiffs could not in good 
conscience analogize their current circumstances to those of either the SWP or the 
Alabama NAACP circa 1950. 

Since Buckley, as-applied challenges have been successfully raised only by minor 
parties, specifically those parties, as discussed, having small constituencies and 

12 



promoting historically unpopular and almost universally-rejected ideas. As stated, 
in Brown̂  the SWP consisted of only sixty members in Ohio. The parties' 'aim 
was the abolition of capitalism and the establishment of a workers' government to 
achieve socialism.* The party was historically unsuccessful at the polls though its 
members regulariy ran for public office. Additionally, 'campaign contributions 
and expenditures... averaged approximately $15,000 annually.' 

Plaintiffs do not, indeed cannot, allege that the movement to recognize marriage 
in Califomia as existing only between a man and a woman is vulnerable to the 
same threats as were socialist and communist groups, or, for that matter, the 
NAACP. Proposition 8 supporters promoted a concept entirely devoid of 
governmental hostility. Plaintiffs' belief in the traditional concept of marriage, to 
disagreement, have not historically invited animosity. The Court is at a loss to 
find any principled analogy between two such greatly diverging sets of 
circumstances. 

830 F.Supp2d at 928-32 (emphasis added) (intemal citations omitted). 

Nonetheless, Draft B relies upon ProtectMarriage.com to support the following two 

propositions: 

1. The SWP must establish that it "lacks adequate recourse to pursue means short of 
non-disclosure" to protect against any unlawful interference before it can be 
granted a reporting exemption. Draft B, at 19; and 

2. "[Mjany of the SWP's alleged incidents merely involve private parties expressing 
heated disagreement with the SWP's positions. Such episodes are 'typical of any 
conu-oversial campaign,' and 'do not necessarily rise to the level of'harassment' 
or 'reprisals.' Insulting messages containing harsh language are certainly not 
unusual occurrences in campaigns today, as was commonplace in the public 
discourse concerning our most recent presidential election." Draft B, at 18. 

Draft B's proposition I is completely without basis in law for two reasons. First, the 

court in ProtectMarriage.com explicitly exempted the SWP from its holding in that case -

"Iclontrarv to groups such as the SWP. Plaintiffs can seek adequate relief from law 

enforcement and the legal system." 830 F.Supp.2d at 932 (emphasis added). The SWP was 

explicitly exempted because, among other reasons, plaintifis in ProtectMarriage.com '*[did] not, 

indeed [could] not, allege that the movement to recognize marriage in Califomia as existing only 

between a man and a woman is vulnerable to the same threats as were socialist and communist 
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groups, or, for that matter, the NAACP." Id. at 931. Second, neither the Supreme Court, the 

Commission nor any other court, to our knowledge, has required that, in order to be entitled to 

exemption from FEC reporting requirements, a minor party must prove that it "lacks adequate 

recourse lo pursue means short of non-disclosure" to protect against any unlawful interference. 

Neither Draft B nor the court in ProtectMarriage.com cite to anything to support this position. 

Draft B's proposition 2 simply mischaracterizes the record provided by the SWP and 

views these instances in isolation as opposed to in the context ofthe evidence presented as a 

whole, as well as the historic record, which, when taken together, undoubtedly reveal a pattern of 

public hostility toward the SWP. Draft B does not identify which incidents specifically il is 

referring to or how many incidents would qualify as "many." By contrast. Draft A recognizes 

that "some of the SWP's alleged incidents merely involve private parties expressing heated 

disagreement with the SWP's positions," while very importantly also recognizing that "although 

some ofthe alleged incidents of harassment may seem minor or subject to differing interpretations, 

there are a number of examples, such as firings and instances of workplace intimidation, as well as 

verbal threats and harassment, that legitimately raise concem by those associated with the SWP, 

particularly when such examples are taken together." Draft A, at 13-14 & n.7 (emphasis added). 

Moreover, when taken together with the evidence of widespread fear of harassment among potential 

SWP supporters, it is clear that even seemingly "minor" incidents takes on a unique meaning when 

viewed, as it is and must be viewed, in the context ofthe long history of threats, violence and 

harassment by the govemment and private parties and the stepped-up surveillance of domestic groups 

by the government post 9/11. 
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III. Draft B Fails to Recognize the Extensive Record of Incidents of Threats, 
Violence and Harassment Since the End of 2008. 

A. The SWP's Record of Incidents Is Comparable in Number and Kind, and In One 
Important Instance Exceeds, the Record Before the Commission In 2008.2002 
and 1996. 

Draft B incorrectly asserts that the "evidence of... harassment, threats or violence by 

private individuals or businesses" is "less serious ... than it has been in the past." Draft B, at 18. 

Draft B fails to recognize that the SWP has provided a record of incidents of threats, violence 

and harassment since the end of2008 that is comparable in number and kind of incidents to, and 

in an important aspect exceeds, the record it had presented in its prior Advisory Opinion 

requests, which were granted by the Commission. For the six-year 2003-2008 period, the SWP 

documented 76 incidents of harassment; for the 1997-2002 period, the SWP documented 74 

incidents of harassment; and for the 1991-1996 period, the SWP documented 70 incidents of 

harassment. Here, the SWP documented 47 incidentŝ  during the past four years, or roughly an 

equivalent number of incidents as in the past (four sixths of 74 is 49,76 is 50 and 70 is 46). 

Here, as in the 1991-1996,1997-2002 and 2003-2008 periods, there were death threats and 

threats of physical violence of SWP campaign supporters both in person and by mail and 

telephone, job firings and discrimination, and harassment of SWP supporters and campaign 

efforts by local law enforcement as well as private individuals. See supra Point 1(A). 

To highlight just a few of the serious incidents of harassment: (a) in March 2011, a 

threatening message was left on the phone at the New York City Socialist Workers Party 

headquarters saying "The president of the campaign must leave town now or he will be shot on 

sight;" (b) in October 2012, a man vigorously shook the glass door of the SWP headquarters in 

Miami, Florida, which was locked at the time, during an organizational meeting and yelled, "If 

' In the SWP's November 7,2012 submission, it documented 4S incidents, plus an additional 2 incidents here. 
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Obama wins I'm going to kill every one of you commie cock-suckers" while glaring at the SWP 

supporters inside. He then waited in the parking lot in front of the campaign headquarters for the 

next half hour, yelling other less audible obscenities; (c) in Omaha, Nebraska in February 2013, 

an SWP supporter was seriously threatened publicly by a man yelling, "You deserve to die you 

commie bastard. Go back to Cuba." This man said he was going to call his militia friends to 

come down and "beat the shit out of the SWP supporter and proceeded to call one of his friends 

and told him to "Come down right away, I have a commie bastard down here; he's while, 

wearing a baseball hat, dark coat, and is around six feet tall. We need to beat the shit out of him." 

He also said he was going lo call the cops and then followed the SWP supporter into a grocery 

store; and (d) there were four job firings and five documented instances of harassment in the 

workplace of SWP candidates and supporters. See Exs. 1-11 and 60. (Contrary lo Draft B's 

allegation that there are "serious questions as to whether any of the employees was fired due to 

the employee's support for the SWP," Draft B, at 18, the circumstances and submitted evidence 

cleariy establish that the firings were on account of the employees* association with the SWP, 

particularly when viewed in the context of both (i) the long-history of firings of SWP candidates 

and supporters because of their association with the SWP; and (ii) evidence of at least five (5) 

individuals encountering difficulties getting or keeping their jobs merely because employers 

have found their quotes in The Militant when searching their names on the intemet See Ex. 62. 

Moreover, prior FEC Advisory Opinions have accepted the SWP's assertions related to similar 

firings in the past on the basis ofthe same type of evidence presented here. See, e.g., AO 2009-

01, at 8. 

As noted in the Request, the description of incidents included in the Request is not meant 

to be exhaustive, and, in fact, is not exhaustive, as acts of intimidation and harassment against 
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the SWP and its supporters are frequent enough that they often go unreported to any central 

body. 

B. Government Harassment ofthe SWF Continues to Be Persistent. 

Draft B also minimizes recent govemment harassment of the SWP by mischaracterizing 

the record presented by the SWP, stating that the SWP "provides one allegation of govemment 

harassment, and several incidents involving private parties and local police officers." Draft B, al 

15 (emphasis added). In fact, the SWP has provided evidence of fourteen (14) incidents of 

government harassment, that include evidence of govenunent harassment by federal agents as 

well as police officers from major metropolitan areas throughout the U.S. See Request, at 43-50. 

Contrary to Draft B's allegation that the "SWP asserts ... that in six of the[] seven cities 

or towns, local ordinances did not require a permit," Draft B, at 10, the SWP did not only assert 

this, it also provided evidence, in the form of copies of the local ordinances that explicitly state 

that no permit is required. See Request, at 58-63 and exhibits cited therein. 

Draft B's assertion that there was "little evidence that the police officers" in the thirteen 

(13) demonstrated instances of harassment "were acting out of animus towards the SWP" is 

contrary to the evidence. Draft B, at 16. In nearly fifty percent (50%) of these examples, there is 

direct evidence of anti-SWP animus. In two instances, the police issued a summons only to the 

SWP table and not to olher tables located nearby. Ex. 18-19. In a third instance, the police 

officer, after looking at some ofthe SWP materials, warned the SWP candidate for Mayor of 

Philadelphia and campaign supporters that "We can put you on the no-fly list Report you to 

Homeland Security'* - clearly not a statement that would be made to the typical vendor. Ex. 16. 

In a fourth instance, after looking at SWP materials, a police officer took an SWP supporter's 

driver license and told him that he would be "tracked." Ex. 17. In two other instances, the police 
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told the SWP supporters or candidates to take down their tables, despite being informed by the 

SWP of a specific provision of law that allowed them to distribute their materials. Exs. 21 

(summons issued after police officer called superior) and 23. 

Draft B's unfounded assertion that '*there is no indication ... that the alleged interference 

with pamphlet distribution, represent systematic harassment rather than isolated behavior by 

individual officers," Draft B al 17, completely turns a blind eye to both the historical and current 

record. The fact is that SWP supporters continue to be asked to take down their distribution 

tables from the same cities, and in some instances, the same locations, year after year, despite, in 

several instances, informing the police officers ofthe relevant provisions of law that allow them 

to distribute. Compare AO 2009-01 Request, al l{xs. 42,50,72 (Boston), 51 (Philadelphia) and 

56 (Chicago) with 2012-38 Request, at Exs. 17,24,26 (Boston), 16 (Philadelphia) and 18 and 22 

(Chicago). Additionally, as shown above, in almost half ofthe instances detailed in the Request, 

it is clear that the police officers were acting out of animus toward the SWP. Barring explicit 

statements from the police, which the police are usually savvy enough not to provide, this is as 

clear evidence of a pattern of anti-SWP behavior as a minor party can reasonably be expected to 

provide and surely satisfies the Supreme Court's evidentiary standard. 

In the past, even where direct evidence or statements detailing anti-SWP animus has not 

been available, the Commission still considers these incidents in the "totality of evidence," AO 

2003-02, at 10, when making its determination whether to grant exemption. See, e.g., AO 1996-

46, at 5. 
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C. Contrary to Draft B's Assertion, the SWP Does Not Need to Show that It Suffered 
Adverse Consequences Apart from Improperly Being Ordered to Take Down their 
laldfiSi 

Draft B also applies the wrong legal standard by suggesting that the SWP need prove 

that, in addition to showing that the police improperiy required the SWP to lake down their 

tables, often times exhibiting a direct anti-SWP animus, there were other "adverse 

consequences." Draft B, al 17. To our knowledge, nowhere in the well-settled case law does 

any court or Commission decision impose this requirement. The SWP need not show that both 

there was a pattem ofthe police improperly ordering - and often times singling out - the SWP to 

take down their tables and they received a ticket or they received a ticket that a judge would not 

dismiss or they reported the incident to the police department and the police department would 

not do anything (as Draft B insinuates). This is so because it is the pattern ofthe police's 

improperly ordering the SWP to take down their tables that is the "adverse consequence" that 

harms minor parties. 

In any event, it is clear that the "adverse consequences" were not only the pattern of 

improper conduct by the police but also the fact that, in several instances, potential SWP 

supporters or olher members of the public viewed these incidents, thus providing further basis 

for any "reasonable fear" of harassment by the govemment for associating with the SWP. 

Draft B's assertion lhat "[t]here is no indication that the SWP attempted to obtain permits 

or provide advance notice for its activities in other venues before undertaking them" is 

completely oft'point. As detailed in the Request, in only one of seven locations was a permit 

required. As for the other six locations, no such advance notice is required in order for the SWP 

supporters to exereise their First Amendment rights. 
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D. The SWP Supporter's Haras.sment al the Canadian Border Unequivocally Provides 
Evidence of a Reasonable Probability lhat Association with the SWP Will Subiect 
SWP Supporters to Harassment. 

Draft B misses the point in dismissing the interrogation of an SWP candidate at the 

Canadian border as inconclusive as to whether the Canadian authorities have access to 

information provided by the U.S. government. Draft B, at 8. However the informaiion about Ms. 

DeLuca's association with the SWP was obtained by the Canadian govemment, it undoubtedly 

led to harassment ofher at the border. Under U.S. law, the standard is whether there is a 

"reasonable probability that the compelled disclosure of a party's contributors' names will 

subject them to threats, harassment, or reprisals from either Govemment officials or private 

parties" without limiting the government ofticials to U.S. government oft'icials, and for good 

reason. Buckley, 424 U.S. at 74. Clearly, if the disclosure of an SWP supporter's identity would 

subject that person to harassment by foreign government officials when he or she travels abroad, 

this very well may reasonably convince this potential supporter not to support the SWP, thus 

further undermining the financial stability of this minor party. See Hall-Tyner, 678 F.2d al 420 

("If apprehension is bred in the minds of contributors to fringe organizations by fear that their 

support of an unpopular ideology will be revealed, they may cease to provide financial 

assistance. The resulting decrease in contributions may threaten the minority party's very 

existence.") 

/. Contrary to Draft B's Assertion, the Information Obtained by the 
Canadian Government Was Not "Long Dormant." 

Draft B's statement at p. 15 that the Canadian govertunent's information, even if obtained 

from the U.S. govemment, "could have been long dormant information" is belied by the fieusts 

presented by the SWP. The dossier that the Canadian official reviewed included information 

about her speaking at a political meeting in Canada soon after her entry into Canada. Compare 
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Draft B, at 15, with Request, at Ex. 15. It also included informaiion about her membership on 

the National Committee of the SWP and a reporting trip lo Cuba. .SV̂  Request, at Ex. 15. Ms. 

DeLuca only became a member ofthe National Committee ofthe SWP in the summer of 2010 

and her reporting trips to Cuba were in 2012 and 2007. Additionally, Ms. DeLuca is only 

approximately 33 years old, see Leslie Slape, "Socialist Workers Party vice presidential 

candidate campaigns in Longview," Longview Daily News, available at www.tdn.com (last 

visited April 17,2013); so it would have been impossible for the information to be "long 

dormant." 

ii. Draft B Mischaracterizes the SWP Candidate's Interrogation at the 
Canadian Border as an "Inconvenience." 

Draft B's characterization at p. 15 of the SWP candidate's interrogation at the Canadian 

border as an "inconvenience" is part of a pattem that runs throughout Draft B of dismissing 

through trivialization what the courts and the FEC have concluded is anything but trivial in the 

controlling law on compelled disclosure of political affiliations, and what also is the cotimion 

experience of most persons, reflected in the record before the Commission - that these 

experiences are far from minor or trivial. See, e.g., Draft B, at 18. The "result" at the Canadian 

border was not "nothing more than the inconvenience of an inquiry and a temporary delay in 

crossing the border," as Draft B asserts at 15, it was proof that the SWP remains an active 

concem, and subject of continued surveillance by govemment officials, and further evidence that 

the fear of current and potential SWP supporters that they will be subject to surveillance, threats, 

violence and harassment if their support ofthe SWP were disclosed arc reasonable. 

Indeed, contrary to Draft B's unfounded assertion, it is self-evident that most people 

would consider being stopped at the border, realizing that the govemment has a sizeable political 

dossier on them, being interrogated about their constitutionally-protected political activities. 
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delayed by more than two hours and then threatened with non-entry, to be much more than a 

minor inconvenience. This is especially true for Ms. DeLuca who, like olher political activists, 

knew of another former SWP leader's widely-publicized experience at the Canadian border in 

which he was interrogated for 7 hours by U.S. and Canadian officials, subjected to a demeaning 

strip-.search and ultimately denied entry. See Ex. 66. 

K. Draft B's Suggestion lhat the SWP Must Provide Evidence that Us Current Supporters 
or Vendors Would Refrain from Contributing or Providing Services If There Were 
Disclosure Is Without Basis In Law. In Any Event. Applicant Does Provide Such 
Evidence. 

As shown above, the SWP has already provided ample evidence that many potential SWP 

supporters do not support the SWP for fear of harassment because of an association with the 

SWP. See supra, al Point 1(B). Nonetheless, Draft B suggests that the SWP must provide 

evidence that one or more of its current contributors "would refrain from supporting SWP in the 

future absent an extension of the partial disclosure exemption ... or [one or more of its current 

vendors] would refrain from engaging in future business with SWP without the exemption." 

Draft B, at 1-2 and 19. 

Draft B does not rely upon any case law to support this new, heretofore unknown, 

requirement The Commission has never required that the SWP provide such evidence, nor does 

the SWP know of any prior Supreme Court, or other federal court case, lhat has ever imposed 

such a requirement. 

Nonetheless, as detailed below, the SWP provides evidence of two SWP supporters, who 

have donated more than $200 to the SWP during the 2012 presidential campaign, who "may 

refirain from supporting SWP in the future absent an extension ofthe partial disclosure 

exemption." 
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F. Draft B Contains a Number of Additional Errors of Fact. 

/. Draft A and B Mis-State the Number of Incidents Included in the Record 

The SWP notes that the statement in both Draft A and B that "Exhibits 1 and 2 are 

identical, accordingly the 57 exhibits show 56 incidents" is wrong. As detailed in the SWP's 

November 7,2012 request, pages 38-39 and Exhibits 1 and 2, the declaration of Lisa Potash 

contains two incidents of harassment Instead of including these two incidents in two separate 

declarations by the same declarant, the SWP included both incidents in one declaration and 

included two copies so that the Commission could properly count the number of incidents. 

//. Draft B Incorrectly Describes the Department of Justice Inspector 
General's Report. 

Draft B incorrectly states lhat the "SWP is excluded from the li.st" of domestic advocacy 

groups included in a 2010 report by the Justice Department's Inspector General and then 

suggests that **the omission of the SWP suggests ... a lack of current governmental interest in the 

SWP." See Draft B, at 15-16 (emphasis added). However, no such inference can be drawn from 

this report. As the report stales in its Introduction, the Inspector General's office limited its 

review to only "live groups and one individual because they were among those mentioned in ... 

news articles and congressional inquiries related to the release of FBI documents [pursuant to a 

FOI A request]." Request, at Ex. F, 1-2 (naming The Thomas Merton Center of Pittsburgh, PA; 

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA); Greenpeace USA; The Catholic Worker; 

Glen Milner, (an individual); and. The Religious Society of Friends (the "Quakers")). 

This is an important distinction, as the Inspector General's report was expressly not 

meant to be exhaustive and, in fact, could never be, as no doubt scores and scores of covert 

surveillance operations continue to be conducted by the federal government Indeed, exhibits 

presented here conceming FBI and other govermnent agencies surveilling political activists 
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involved in anti-war activities in Boston and labor support activities in Washington State are 

cases in point See Exs. 63-64. Moreover, the fact that such well-known, mainstream 

organizations as the Quakers may be the subject of federal govemment surveillance, surely 

makes reasonable the belief of a current or potential SWP supporter that their association with 

the SWP, with a long-history of government surveillance and beliefs outside of the mainstream, 

will subject them to surveillance by the federal government 

Draft B's dismissal of the SWP's evidence of ramped up surveillance efforts by the 

govemment because the SWP has not "presenl|ed] evidence that the SWP has been under 

surveillance" under these programs is without basis for two reasons. See Draft B, at 6-7. First, 

evidence of govemment surveillance of groups, which engage in activism concerning issues that 

are also the subject of SWP activism, provides a strong indication that the govenunent is also 

currently surveilling the SWP. This is further supported by recent evidence of govemment 

surveillance of events close in time and focus to events in which the SWP actively participated. 

For example, here, the SWP provides evidence that: (a) in October 2008, the Boston Police 

Department openly photographed and recorded individuals and political organizations engaged 

in lawful political activities in the Boston area, including in the days immediately before and 

after the SWP candidate spoke at an anti-war demonstration in Boston on October 11,2008; and 

(b) in between July and December 2011 in Longview, Washington, police conducted 

surveillance of union protests and picket lines, in which the SWP actively participated. 

Second, evidence of govemment surveillance of groups that engage in activism 

conceming issues that are also the subject of SWP activism also supports the fact that there is a 

"reasonable probability" that association with the SWP "will subject [SWP supporters] to threats. 
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harassment or reprisals from either Government officials or private parties." Valeo, 424 U.S. al 

74. 

Moreover, Draft B's reliance upon Citizens United v. FEC, 130 S. Ct 876 (2010), al 16, 

to try to establish the irrelevance of the govemmenrs known surveillance of other domestic 

organizations clearly demonstrates just how untenable Draft B's assertion is. In sharp contrast to 

the plaintiff in Citizens United, which, as Draft B recognizes, "had offered no evidence that its 

members may face similar threats or reprisals" to those instances of private harassment detailed 

by amici and "... ha[d] identified no instance of harassment or retaliation," Citizens United., 130 

S. Ct at 915, the SWP has provided voluminous evidence not only of a long history of 

government harassment and reprisals, but also recent evidence of the same. See supra. Points 

1(B) and IIl(B). 

G. Draft B's Argument that The Militant "Contains Mainstream Viewpoints on National 
Issues and Provides News Coverage Well Within the Scope of the National Debate on 
the Issues of the Dav" Is Completely and Utteriv Misrepresentative. 

With all due respect. Draft B blinks al reality and the record by arguing that The Militant 

"contains mainstream viewpoints on national issues and provides news coverage well within the 

scope ofthe national debate on the issues of the day." Draft B, at 16 n. 11 (relying upon an issue 

of The Militant newspaper, dated February 11,2013). For more than eighty years, both the SWP 

and The Militant have openly called for the establishment of a workers and farmers government 

that will abolish capitalism in the United Stales and join in the worldwide struggle for socialism. 

They call for the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of all U.S. military forces from 

Afghanistan, Korea, Guant&namo Bay Naval Base, the Pacific, Atlantic, and other oceans, and 

everywhere else in the world. They present Cuba's socialist revolution as an example for working 

people in the U.S. and across the earth lo emulate and defend. These are hardly "mainstream" 
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positions, as is evident from both the name and content of every issue of The Militant 

newsweekly as well as the policies ofthe Socialist Workers Party itself. 

IV. Draft B Has Not Identified Any Compelling Government Interest in 
Disclosure. 

Disclosure under the Federal Election Campaign Act "must be justified by a compelling 

governmental interest and there must be a 'substantial relation' between the government interest 

and the information required to be revealed." Hall-Tyner, 678 F.2d at 421 (quoting Buckley, 424 

U.S. at 64). There is simply no compelling govemment interest in disclosure in this case and, 

even if there were, there is not a "subslantial relation" between that interest and the information 

sought to be revealed. 

The Supreme Court in Buckley specified three govemmenlal interesits thought to be 

served by the disclosure requirements: (1) disclosure assists voters in placing a "candidate in the 

political spectrum more precisely than is often possible solely on the basis of party labels and 

campaign speeches"; (2) it deters corruption by exposing large contributions that might 

otherwise influence the recipient to deliver secret post-election favors should he/she win the 

election; and (3) it facilitates the detection of violations of the FECA contribution limitations. 

Buckley, 424 U.S. al 66-68. 

None of these three interests applies to the SWP, as conceded by both Drafts A and B. 

The political viewpoints of SWP candidates are definite and publicized. There is no chance of 

corruption, as the SWP neither receives large contributions, nor has it ever won an elected 

position. And, under prior FEC exemptions, the SWP is still required to maintain information, 

otherwise exempt from disclosure, so as to be able to provide this information to the Commission 

in cormection with an investigation. See, e.g., AO 2009-01, at 13. 
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Although not asserting lhat any of these three governmental interests applies to the SWP 

and recognizing that the government's interest in disclosure is "somewhat low," Draft B imposes 

an additional requirement that the SWP establish that it would not "be used in the future as a 

vehicle for diversion." Draft B, at 21. 

However, this argument is completely backwards, as Draft A recognizes, at p. 17. The 

Commission cannot deny the SWP the protections guaranteed by the First Amendment merely 

because of some completely speculative conjecture that has absolutely no historical or current 

support. Draft B provides absolutely no evidence, as Draft A recognizes at 17, that an SWP 

candidate has ever been used as a diversion, by, for example, "being encouraged by major-party 

interests in order to divert voles from other major-party contenders," serving as a spoiler or 

receiving an unexpected influx of donations from non-traditional supporters, Buckley, 424 U.S. 

at 70, nor can it See Ex. 65 (declaration demonstrating that the SWP has never been used to 

divert votes from another party's candidates.) Therefore, even if this were a "compelling 

govemment interest," there is no basis whatsoever for considering il to be a factor here, nor that 

there is a substantial relation between this interest and the informaiion that would be required to 

be disclosed by the SWP. 

Indeed, over the last 22 years in which the Commission has considered and granted the 

SWP's exemption requests, the Commission has never imposed such a requirement and no such 

requirement should be imposed now. It is totally at odds with Buckley, by suggesting that there 

is always a compelling governmental interest in disclosure because there is always the theoretical 

possibility of a minor political party being used as a "vehicle for diversion." 

V. Additional Evidence to Support Granting Exemption. 

The SWP provides the following additional evidence in support of its Request. 
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58. A declaration from an SWP supporter, who had donated more than $200 to the 

SWP during the 2012 presidential election campaign, stating that "[i]f the party didn't have [an 

FEC] exemption, I am not certain whether or not I would continue my financial support of the 

SWP, not because I support their platform any less, but because I would be concerned that my 

name as a contributor would become public and I would be subject to threats, harassment or 

violence by the government or private persons. There is well documented history of decades of 

government spying and harassment of SWP supporters -from fire bombings to physical attacks." 

She also slated that, as a production manager in a book design firm, she "would also be 

concerned for [herj safety and also for [her] job." 

59. A declaration from an SWP supporter, who had donated over $750 to the SWP 

National Campaign Committee for their 2012 presidential election, stating that "[i]f the SWP 

loses its FEC exemption I am not certain whether I would continue my financial contributions lo 

the SWP. I would still support the party's platform but I would be concerned that my name as a 

contributor would become public and I would be subject lo threats, harassment or violence by the 

government or private persons.... It is well known that publicizing names of individuals who 

support political causes which may not be popular at a particular time, is a way to bring on 

personal harassment and attack." He also states that "[he] would also be concerned for [his] job 

which is in the aircraft industry and my safety.... Making [his] financial contributions public 

could well affect [his] ability to make a living. This could [also] affect [his] relationship with 

[hi.sj wife who does not share all [his] views, and it could open her up for harassment as well." 

60. While petitioning in Omaha, Nebraska, on February 12,2013 to put SWP 

candidate Maura DeLuca on the ballot for Mayor, an SWP campaign supporter asked for a 

signature firom a person who responded by saying, "I'm a patriot, there's is no way I'm going to 
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vote for a commie." Shortly thereafter, the man started yelling, "You deserve to die you commie 

bastard. Go back to Cuba." He .said he was going to call his militia friends to come down and 

"beat the shit out of the SWP supporter. He then called one of his friends and said to this person 

on the phone, "Come down right away, 1 have a commie bastard down here; he's while, wearing 

a baseball hat, dark coat, and is around six feet tall. We need to beat the shit out of him." He also 

.said he was going to call the cops, 'fhe SWP supporter walked away to avoid confirontation and 

went inside a grocery chain. The man followed him in. The SWP supporter eventually found 

another supporter and drove off. 

61. A declaration from the editor of The Militant newspaper, which has offered 

editorial endorsement to the candidates ofthe SWP, including the presidential ticket of James 

Warren for president and Maura DeLuca for vice president in 2012, in which he stales lhat, in the 

course of his responsibilities as editor, he "maintain[sj a file of threatening mail that the paper 

receives to evaluate threats we get on the phone, in the U.S. mail and on-line." Examples of such 

threats include the following: 

a. An individual who identified himself as "Mr. T," staled "Oh yes. I am loving il. I 
can't wait until OUR revolutionary forces line you fuckers up against the wall" 
and 

b. Another, entitled "congratulations," reads, in part: "The beautiful thing about 
guys like your hero Stalin is that all who helped him were the first to be executed 
... funny how that communism works. Your are working so hard lo bring about 
communism that you will undoubtedly be one of the first communist hemohroids 
to be cut Then You can dance in hell with the charming likes of Lenin, Marx, 
Engels, Stalin, Mao, Guevara and a lovely host of others." 

62. A declaration from the editor of 77K; Militant newspaper, in which he describes 

five (5) instances of individuals who have been quoted in articles in The Militant posted online, 

who have written the paper to say that they have encoimtered difficulty in maintaining or getting 

a job because employers have found their quotes in The Militant when searching their name on 
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the internet. These individuals astked that their names be removed for fear lhat they will continue 

to encounter difficulties in getting or keeping a job because of their association with The 

Militant. 

63. On October 11,2008, led Leonard, the SWP candidate for state senate, 2nd 

Suffolk District, spoke at an anti-Iraq and Afghanistan war march and rally which took place on 

the Boston Common. Based on documents relea.sed during a lawsuit brought by the ACLU of 

Massachusetts and the National Lawyers Guild, Massachusetts Chapter, the SWP now knows 

that the Boston Police Department was surveilling an anti-war rally in the Boston Common on 

October 1 and December 28,2008. See "Policing Dissent: Police Surveillance of Lawful 

Political Activity in Boston." Ba.sed on Mr. Leonard's experiences speaking with potential 

supporters, he believes that people considering contributing to or supporting the SWP campaign 

will decline to do so for fear they loo will be subject to threats, violence and/or harassment by 

the govemment and private persons. They will reasonably conclude that because the government 

is surveilling these protests, in which the SWP has and continues to participate, the govemment 

is also surveilling the SWP and SWP supporters will also be subject to harassment. 

64. Between July and December, 2011, Mary J. Martin, the SWP candidate for 

School Board in the City of Seattle in 2011, and other SWP supporters participated in dozens of 

protests and picket lines in support ofthe International Longshore and Warehouse workers 

Union (ILWU) Local 21 in Longview, Washington. According to both published news reports 

and personal accounts conveyed to Ms. Martin by unionists. Occupy activists and residents of 

Longview, the government was spying on the labor movement's public activities in support of 

the ILWU. Based on Ms. Martin's experiences speaking with potential supporters, she believes 

that people considering contributing to or supporting the SWP campaign will decline to do so for 
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fear they loo will be subject to threats, violence and/or harassment by the govemment and private 

persons. They will reasonably conclude that because the govemment is surveilling these union 

support rallies, in which the SWP has and continues to participate, and the govemment and 

private persons are harassing these union supporters, the government is also surveilling the SWP 

and SWP supporters will also be subject to harassment. 

65. A declaration of the chairman of the Socialist Workers National Campaign 

Committee stating that the SWP has never received a large or unexpected donation from a non-

traditional donor in close election races or otherwise, nor has the SWP ever been approached by 

a major party contender, or anyone else, in an attempt to have the SWP divert votes to aid their 

campaign. 

66. A declaration demonstrating that Ms. DeLuca's distress during the incident at the 

Canadian border was reasonable, given the well-known history of harassment of another SWP 

leader at the Canadian border in 1987. In that incident, the SWP candidate was intenrogated for 

7 hours, subjected to a demeaning strip search and denied entry. 

VI. Extension Through December 31,2016 Is Warranted. 

Since granting exemptions to the SWP, the Commission has always granted such 

exemption to cover at least one presidential cycle, implicitly recognizing that much ofthe SWP's 

activities are conducted during a presidential year and therefore many ofthe instances of threats, 

violence and harassment also occur during this time. See, e.g.. Advisory Opinion 1990-13, al 6 

("this exemption is to last through the next two presidential year election cycles'*); AO 1996-46 

(six-year exemption); 2003-02 (six-year exemption); 2009-01 (four-year exemption). 

For this same reason, the SWP respectfully requests that the exemption period in Draft A 
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be extended lo four years.̂  

CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing, and on the SWP's filing dated November 7, 2012, the SWP 

respectfully requests that the Commission approve Draft A, altering the end date of the partial 

reporting exemption until December 31.2016, instead of December 31,2015. 

'Diank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Michael Krinsky 
Lindsey Frank 

* Draft A incorrectly states tiiat AO 2009-01 was for tiiree years. See AO 2009-01, at 3 
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EXHIBIT 58 



DECLARATION 

I, Jane Doe, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal 
Election Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National 
Campaign Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates for the SWP 
are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure provisions ofthe Federal 
Election Campaign Act. 

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge. 

1. During the 2012 presidential election campaign I donated over $200 to the 
SWP National Campaign Committee. 

2. I was comfortable doing so because I know the SWP has an exemption from 
the FEC requirement to disclose name of contributors. 

3. If the party didn't have this exemption, I am not certain whether or not I 
would continue my financial support of the SWP, not because I support their 
platform any less, but because I would be concerned that my name as a 
contributor would become public and I would be subject to threats, 
harassment or violence by tiie govemment or private persons. There is well 
documented history of decades of govemment spying and harassment of 
SWP supporters -from fire bombings to physical attacks. I would also be 
concerned for my safety and also for my job. I work as a production 
manager in a book design firm. 

1. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed in Seattle, WA, on Feb. 11,2013. 

Jane Doe 
Seattle, WA 



DECLARATION 

I, Mary J. Martin, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal 
Election Commission for an advisoiy opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National 
Campaign Conunittee, and the committees supporting the candidates for the SWP 
are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal 
Election Campaign Act. 

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge. 

1. I am the person who talked to and got Jane Doe's enclosed declaration. 
Although this individual declines to give her name for fear of harassment, 
threats or retaliation by her employer, I can attest that her declaration is 
genuine and accurate. 

2. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed in Seattle, WA on Feb. 11,2013. 

Mary J. Martin 



EXHIBIT 59 



DECLARATION 

I, John Doe, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal Election 
Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign Committee, 
and the committees supporting the candidates for the SWP are entitled to an exemption from 
certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act 

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge. 

1. I donated over $750 to the SWP National Campaign Committee for their 2012 
. presidential ticket. 

2. I did this because I understood the SWP had an exemption firom the FEC from disclosing 
names of contributors because of potential harassment from govemment agencies and 
others who target supporters ofthe SWP because of their political views and activities. 

3. I have supported confidentiality for political financial and electoral activity for the SWP 
and others because it is an important political safeguard not just for myself but for anyone 
who desires to be politically involved. It is well known that publicizing names of 
individuals who support political causes which may not be popular at a particular time is 
a way to bring on personal harassment and attack, as has been the case with the SWP. 
This tactic was used against the NAACP by those who opposed civil rights. 

4. If the SWP loses its FEC exemption I am not certain whether I would continue my 
financial contributions to the SWP. I would still support the party's platform but I would 
be concemed that my name as a contributor would become public and I would be subject 
to threats, harassment or violence by the govemment or private persons. In light of a 
history of govenmient spying and harassment of the SWP and its supporters - from 
firebombing to physical attacks, I would also be concemed for my job which is in the 
aircraft indusby and my safety. 

5. Aircraft assembly is a cyclical mdustry. During times of layoff I have to apply for other 
jobs. Making my financial contributions public could well affect my ability to make a 
living. This could affect my relationship with my wife who does not share all my views, 
and it could open her up for harassment as well. 

6. I declare imder penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed in Seattle, WA on Feb. 12,2013. 

John Doe 
Feb. 11,2013 



DECLARATION 

I, Mary J. Martin, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal 
Election Commission for an advisory opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National 
Campaign Committee, and the committees supporting the candidates for the SWP 
are entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure provisions ofthe Federal 
Election Campaign Act. 

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge. 

1. I am the person who talked to and got John Doe's enclosed declaration. 
Although this individual declines to give his name for fear of harassment, 
threats or retaliation by his employer, I can attest that his declaration is 
genuine and accurate. 

2. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is tme and coirect. 
Executed in Seattle, WA on Feb. 11,2013. 

Mary /. Martin 



EXHIBIT 60 



DECLARATION 

I, Frank Forrestal, make this declaration in support of the application to 
the Federal Election Commission for an advisory opinion that the Socialist 
Workers Party, the SWP's National Campaign Committee, and the 
committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to exemption 
from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Campaign Act. 

1 make this declaration on the basis of my personal knowledge. 
1. While petitioning in Omaha, Nebraska, on Febmary 12 to put 

Socialist Workers Party candidate Maura DeLuca on the ballot 
for Mayor in front of the Douglas County Treasurer 
(Department of Motor Vehicles) office, I asked for a signature 
from a person leaving the DMV. He responded by saying, "I'm 
a patriot, there's is no way I'm going to vote for a commie." He 
then left. 

2. A few minutes later he came back and went into the DMV 
office and came out with one of the managers. She asked me 
to leave. I said OK. She went back inside. 

3. This guy then started yelling, "You deserve to die you 
commie bastard. Go back to Cuba." He said he was going to 
call his militia friends to come down and "beat tiie shit out of 
me." He then called one of his friends and said to this person 
on the phone, "Come down right away, I have a commie 
bastard down here; he's white, wearing a baseball hat, dark 
coat, and is around six feet tall. We need to beat the shit out of 
him." He also said he was going to call the cops. I took his 
threats seriously. 

4. I walked away. I then went to the grocery chain store next 
door and went inside. He followed me in. I left tiie store, got 
another supporter ofthe SWP campaign who was petitioning 
there, and ch'ove off. 

I declare under penalty to peijuiy that the foregoing is tme and correct. 
Executed February 13 in Omaha, Nebraska. ^ 

Frank Forrestal 
Febmary 13,2013 



EXHIBIT 61 



DECLARATION 
I, Doug Nelson, make this declaration in support of the application to the 

Federal Election Commission for an advisory opinion that the Socialist Workers Party, 
the SWP's National Campaign Committee, and the committees supporting the 
candidates of the SWP are entitled to exemption from certain disclosure provisions of 
the Federal Campaign Act. 

I make this declaration on the basis of my personal knowledge. 

1. I am the editor of the Militant newspaper, which has offered editorial 
endorsement to the candidates of the Socialist Workers Party, including the 
presidential ticket of James Harris for president and Maura DeLuca for vice 
president in 2012. 

2. In the course of my responsibilities as editor, I maintain a file of threatening 
mail that the paper receives to evaluate threats we get on the phone, in the 
U.S. mail and online. 

3. One threatening email received at the Militant came from an individual who 
identified himself as "Mr. T," who stated the following: "Oh yes. I am loving 
it. I can't wait until OUR revolutionary forces line you fuckers up against the 
wall." 

4. Another email in the file, entitled "congratulations," reads, in part: "The 
beautiful thing about guys like your hero Stalin is that all who helped him 
were the first to be executed..fiiimy how that communism works. Your are 
working so hard to bring about communism that you will undoubtedly be one 
of the first communist hemohroids to be cut. Then You can dance in hell with 
the charming likes of Lenin, Marx, Engels, Stalin, Mao, Guevara and a lovely 
host of others." 

I declare imder penalty to perjuiy that the foregoing is tme and correct. Executed 
Febmary 10 in New York, New York. 

Doug Nelson 
Febmary 10,2013 



EXHIBIT 62 



DECLARATION 

I, Doug Nelson, make this declaration in support ofthe application to 
the Federal Election Commission for Ian advisoiy opinion that tiie Socialist 
Workers Party, the SWP's National Campaign Committee, and the 
committees supporting the candidates ofthe SWP are entitled to exemption 
from certain disclosure provisions ofthe Federal Campaign Act. 

I make this declaration on the basis of my personal knowledge. 
1. I am the editor of the Militant newspaper. I have worked as a 

volunteer staff member on the paper since 2007. 
2. In the last five years, since die beginnmg of2008,1 am 

familiar with at least five instances where individuals who 
have been quoted in articles in the Militant posted on-line, 
accurately and with their name cited, who have written to the 
paper to say they have encountered difficulty in getting or 
maintaining a job because employers have found their quotes 
in the Militant when searching their name on the intemet. 

3. The authors of these letters have said that tiiey fear they will 
continue to encounter difficulties in getting and keeping a job 
for this reason and requested that their name be removed from 
the on-line edition of the Militant. 

I declare under penalty of peijury that the foregoing is tme and correct 
Executed in New York, New York, on April 15,2013. 

April 15,2013 



EXHIBIT 63 



I, William Leonard, make this declaration in support of the 
application to the Federal Election Commission fbr an advisory opinion 
that the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign Committee, and the 
committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to an 
exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election 
Campaign Act. 

1. I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge. 
2. I was the Socialist Workers Party candidate for Massachusetts 

State Senate, 2"̂  Sufifolk District, and listed on the ballot in the 
2008 general election. 

3. On Saturday, October 11,2008, supporters of my campaign and I 
participated in a demonstration and rally on the Boston Common 
opposed to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and I spoke to tilie 
rally as the SWP candidate. Did they participate in any way in any 
of the other events that were definitely under surveillance by the 
BPD (and for which MA ACLU and NLG have records)? 

4. My campaign, which called for the immediate withdrawal of all 
U.S. forces from Iraq and Afghanistan, participated in efforts to 
build the demonstration. 

5. Documents obtained by the Massachusetts American Civil 
Liberties Union and the National Lawyers Guild Massachusetts 
chapter, and released publicly in a report released in October 2012, 
indicate that the Boston Police Department was gathering 
information on the rally and its participants in the days before 
October 11,2008. The October 2012 report by tiie ACLU and 
NLG titled "Policing Dissent: Police Surveillance of Lav^l 
Political Activity in Boston" indicates that the Boston Police 
Department also openly photographed and recorded individuals 
and poiitica] organizations engaged in lawful political activities in 
the Boston area. 

6. Based on my experiences speaking with potential supporters, I 
believe there are people considering contributing to or otherwise 
supporting the SWP campaign who will decline to do so for fear 
they would come to the attention of the authorities and be subject 
to tiireats, violence and/or harassment by the govemment for that 
association. They will reasonably conclude that because the 



govemment is surveilling these other legal, political protests, 
including those that the SWP has and continues to participate in, 
the govemment is also surveilling the SWP and its activities. 

[ declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is tme and correct. 
Executed in Boston, Massachusetts, on Febmary 12,2013. 

William Leonard 
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Congress shall mal<e no law 
respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; 
or the right of the people peaceably 
to assemble, and to petition the 
Government for a redress of 
grievances. 

The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution 

The liberty of the press is essential to 
the security of freedom in a state: it 
ought not, therefore, to be restrained in 
this commonwealth. The right of free 
speech shall not be abridged. 

Article 16 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights 



Policing Dissent: Police Surveillance of Lawful Political Activity in Boston 1 

I. OVERVIEW 

The Boston Pblice Department (BPD) and its fusion spying center, the Boston Regional Intelligence 

Center (BRIC), have Tor years been O'acking and creating criminal "intelligence reports* on the lawful 

political activity of peace groups and local leaders, including a former Boston City Councilor and the late 

Boston University Professor Howard Zinn, according to documents obtained by the ACLU of Massachusetts 

and the National Lawyers Guild, Massachusetts Chapter (NLG). Officers monitor demonstrations, track the 

beliefs and internal dynamics of activist groups, and document this Information with misleading criminal 

labels in searchable and possibly widely-shared electronic reports. This collection and retention of data 

regarding people's constitutionally protected speech and beliefii — with no link to terrorism or a crime — 

violates federal privacy regulations and the BRIC's own privacy policies. 

Doaiments and video surveillance tapes obtained by the ACLU and the NLG—after suing for 

access on behalf of six groups and four activists' — show that officers assigned to the BRIC are collecting 

and keeping biformation about constitutionally protected speech and political activity. The documents 

provide the public with its first glimpse into the political surveillance practices of the Boston Police 

Department. They show that police officers assigned to the BRIC create and retain "intelligence reports* 

detailing purely non-criminal political acts — such as handing out fiyers and attending anti-war rallies—by 

well-known peace groups, including Veterans for Peace, Stop the Wars Coalition and CodePink.The 

videotapes, which include hours of footage of peaceful protests, confirm that police are often viratching 

when members of the public speak their minds. 

These revelations come on the heels of a report by a bipartisan US Senate subcommittee, which 

found that the federal government's work with state and local fusion centers — among them the BRIC — 

"has not produced useful intelligence to suppcnrt Federal counterterrorism efforts.*'"Fusion centers" were 

created in the aiWmath of 9/11, ostensibly so the federal govemment could "share terrorism-related 

information widi states and localities."' One of two 'intelligence fusirni centers* in Massachusetts/ the BRIC 

I CodePink of Greiter Boston; Veterans for Ptesce - Chapter 9 Smedl̂  D. Butler Brigade; Greater Boston Stop the Whra 
Coalition; Boston Coalition for Palestinian Rights; Poiitica] Research Assodata; United for Justice with Peace; Susan Bamejr, 
Ridgely Fuller, PMrIck Keaney and Richard Colbath-Hess. 

* Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, Majority and 
Minority StafT Report, 'Federal Support Tor and involvement in State and I.ocal Fiiiion Centers,' at 2. Oct. 3.2012, at http:// 
w\vw.K<paL\Mnatg.yov/download/report rediyal-suppori-fur.and-lnvolvemfnt.ln.«ati..and.loL-M.futluiM.gifnit!r» fhereln 
'Congressional ^on Centers Report'). 

>/d.atS. 

*The other center is the Commonwealth Fusion Center in Maynard, Massachusetts, which ii operated by die Executive OfRce of 
Public Safety and the Massachusetts State Police. For more informadon. see hscc and 'When We Are .All Suspma.' 



was created in 2005 as *a way to further Integrate the intelligence capabilities of Boston, local, sUte and 

federal law enforcement partners.** Since then, it has received millions of dollars in federal funding and 

operated entirely absent independent public oversî t or accountability.' 

According to the Senate subcommittee report released earlier this month, the lack of aocoimtabillty 

at fusion centers nationwide has translated into poor results: the report found that the millions of dollars 

poured into centers like the BRIC have failed to uncover a single terrorist plot.'' Instead, fiision centers have 

"forwarded 'intelligence' of uneven (juality — often times shoddy, rarely timely, sometimes endangering 

citizens' dvil liberties and Privacy Act protections, occasionally taken from ab-ea(fy-published public 

sources, and more often than not unrelated to terrorism."' When diey were related to terrorism, 

intelligence reports produced by fusion centers "duplicated a faster, more efficient information-sharing 

process already in place between local police and the FBI-led Terrorist Screening Center.*' One 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) official told investigators that fusion centers produce "a lot of... 

predominately useless information," and at times, said another, "a bunch of crap."'° 

That shoddy intelligence gathering does not Just waste taxpayer money. It undermines our most 

cherished democratic values and at times violates the law. The Code of Federal Regulations provides that 

federally-funded surveillance projects may collect and maintain information on individuals "only if there is 

reasonable suspicion that the individual is involved in aiminal conduct or activity and the information is 

relevant to that criminal conduct or activity.*'' The regulaticms also state that surveillance teams "shall not 

collect or maintain criminal intelligence information about the political, religious or social views, 

associations, or activities of any individual or any group... unless such information direcdy relates to 

< Boston Police [)epartment, 200S Annual Report, at 9. According to the BPD's 200S Annual Report, the BRIC's membership 
expanded within itt Rrst year to include "̂he MA State Police, die MA Transit Police, the MA Dej>artment of Corrcrtion, the 
Su/Iblk County SherifT'b OfRce and the BroolcHne and Cam bridge Police Departments' u well u a private sector liaison with die 
business community. It later grew to indude Chelsea and Rtwwe and a daily telephone call with nine dtles and towns in what is 
known u the Urban Areas Security Initiative. 

* For example, in 2009, the BRIC received 11.29 million in a federal grant to hire ten analysts at the BRIC, induding two analysts 
who sped̂ xe in "social network analysis intelligence." City of Boston, "Boston Recdves Nearly l2-nilllion in Federal Funding fbr 
Publlc Safety,' Sept. 11,2009, at http: / / www.dtyoniorton.pav/nfwi/def*ult.aspx•'ld=4477; BRIC also recdves funding fnwn 
the sute's Homdand Security Grant Program, which is funded by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, at http!// 
www.rilvofhoston.yov/ofm/jbQut/homflandsecurlTy.asp 

' Congressional Fusion Centers Report, at 2. 

' Congressional Fusion Centers Report, lupn n.2, at 1. 

' Congressional Fusion Centers Report, at 42. 

Congressional Rision Centers Report, at 3. 

•> Department of Justice, 28 C.F.R. g 23.20(a) (2011). (Note:These federal reguladons have the force of law. 42 U.S.C. 
SS 3782(a), 3789g(c). Under the Privacy Act of 1974, Cedent agendes are subject to similar restrictions. 5 U.S.C. S S52a(e)(7).) 
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criminal conduct or activity and there is reasonable suspicion that the subject of the information is or m^ be 

involved in criminal conduct or activity.*" The BRIC's own yuidoiini's. also released at the request of the 

ACLU and NLG, expressly indude the same mandate — to investigate crimes rather than speech." 

Those rules are vitally important because they aeate a dividing line between the permissible 

investigation of crimes and the impermissible investigation of people based on their ideas and behefs. As the 
« 

Senate subcommittee report on fusion centers explained, monitoring ordinary people is a "sensitive task* 

that can interfere with "individuals' rights to associate, worship, speak, and protest without being spied on 

by their own government."'* The records we received from the BPD show that officers at the BRIC are not 

managing that "sensitive task* appropriately. 

The docm)>eyit.< show that surveillance officers from the BRIC, local and state police, and the FBI 

have worked together to monitor and record the non-criminal activities of Boston-area peace groups and 

activists. Officers created and retained electronic "intelligence reports* on groups and individuals where 

there is no demonstrated link to crime or terrorism. The BRIC files list the non-violent actions of peace 

groups and activists under the heading "Criminal Act,* virith labels such as "Extremists,* "Civil Disturbance," 

and "HomeSec-Domestic* in reports that track groups and people who are not engaged in crime but are 

merely exercising their constitutional right to peaceful dissent. 

In one "intelligcnoe report * officers describe plans for a talk on March 23,2007 at the Central 

Congregational Church in Jamaica Plain, writing that "this engagement was arranged by Boston City 

Councilor Felix Arroyo [Sr.]*llie report notes dat a "BU professor emeritus/activist*— it was the late 

Hovmd Zinn, although his name is blacked out in the document — and Cindy Sheehan, a member of Gold 

Star Families for Peace whose son was killed in Iraq, "will be speaking at the March 24 demonstration." 

Although nothing in the report suggests even a fleeting connection to criminal activity, it nonetheless labels 

the March 23"* presentation and subsequent anti-war rally as a "Criminal Ac^ with the sub-heading "Groups-

Extremists * and creates searchable links to the individuals and peace groups discussed therein. 

Worse still, the BPD's inappropriate intelligence collection about peaceful activists in the City of 

Boston may contribute to improper storage of information about them at the federal level. The documents 

we received from the Boston Police Department provide evidence diat local officers and federal law 

Id. S 23.20(b). 

•' 'The BRIC will not seek or retain and originating agendes will agree to not submit information about individuals or 
organizations solely on the basis of their religious, political, or sodal views or activities; their partidpation in a partioilar 
noncriminal organization'or lawful event; or their races, ethnidties, dtixenship, places of ori^, ages, disabilities, genders, or 
sexual orientation.' BRIC Trtmeŷ  Clri/ and Clrtl Ubtrtia ProCMion Mlty, Fall 2010, §£2. 

I* Congressional Fusion Centers Report, supra n.2, at 28. 



enforcement agents exchange information about Boston area activists. (That information sharing is 

unsurprising given that facilitating information sharing among different levels of government is part of the 

BRIC's mission.) One rcpurt refers to an FBI source who provided information to the Boston poUce on 

protesters' plans to "pass out fliers promoting their cause.*The documents also describe communications 

between municipal police departments concerning First Amendment expression. Another repori references 

a phone call between officers from BRIC and the Metro DC Intelligence Section during which the officials 

discuss how many activists from the Nordieast attended a Washington, DC peace rally. 

Due to the secretive nature of the BRIC's operations, we don't know precisely how Boston Pblice 

"intelligence reports* are shared with outside entities. We know that the BRIC is involved in several 

federally-managed reporting schemes, including the Suspicious Activity Reporting Initiative'̂  and 

Homeland Intelligence Reports," but we don't know what other means the Center has at its disposal to 

transfer information from local officers to shared government or private databases. 

We therefore cannot easily trace the way "intelligence reports* like those describing our clients' 

First Amendment activity move through "intelligence" databases. Even if we had access to a complete list of 

those databases and information sharing systems, it may remain impossible to determine exacdy where 

information generated at the BRIC ends up because the systems are difficult to audit. Therefore, erroneous 

information filed in reports crafted in Boston could find its w^ into untold numbers of further repwts in 

departments and agencies nationwide. It is difficult to imagine a mechanism that could reel in errors in a 

locally-generated report because that report could end up in a police database 3,000 miles away, simply at 

the click of a button. Exacerbating the problem, the BRIC does not possess appropriate accountability 

mechanisms that would ensure the purging of inaccuracies or outdated infonnation in its own files. '̂  

That lack of functional oversight has resulted in predictable abuse, the released records show. While 

BRIC guidelines state diat officers may create "interim reports* about an anticipated event or incident widi 

potential for criminal conduct, they further require the destruction of those interim reports within 90 days 

if no criminal conduct occurs. 

Nevertheless, in response to our lawsuit, the BRIC produced "uiielligencf reporig* that did not 

reference any criminal activity dating back as far as 2007. These reports were retained for years when they 

" Boston is one of twelve pilot dtles in the fiederal Susplrioiis Artivltv Roponlnp fSARl Initiative. 

'*These reports are'the primary method DHS uses to publish and distribute the raw intdligenoe it gathers (firom local fusion 
centers] to federal intelligence and law enforcement agendes.' Congressional Fusion Centers Report, nipra n.2. at 18. 

" Worse still, BlUC piildeUnM state it will not GonRrm the existence of a Suspldous Activity Report if asked. 
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should have been destroyed after 90 days, pursuant to the BRIC's own rules. "We do not know how 

pervasive is this violation of the Center's retention limits, but the documents we received highlight the fact 

that abuse occurs absent appropriate oversight and accountability. Had the ACLU and the National Lawyers 

Guild not sued to recover these documents, the public — and perhaps even the BRIC — may never have 

known these fdes virere retained in-violation ofthe department's guidelines. 

The BRIC admits that these "intelligence reports* were kept for too long. But they shouldn't have 

been Mnritten in the first place. The lack of effective oversight and accountability with regard to the BRIC's 

surveillance operations created an environment in which there viras no meaningful check on the monitoring 

that led officers to create the unlawful reporta about our clients. 

These abuses demonstrate what can happen when policing procedures are shrouded in secrecy. It 

seems clear that despite having implemented rules designed to prevent abuses, the BRIC cannot effectively 

police itself. We are unaware of any officers facing discipline for violating the BRIC's own poUcies and 

putting our clients — and other innocent people — at risk of continued government surveillance or worse 

forms of harassment. 

Political spying absent a nexus to criminal activity undermines effective law enforcement by wasting 

scarce tax dollars. The City of Boston faces real threats to public safety and shouldn't waste precious police 

resources investigating peace rallies. The Senate subcommittee repwt on fusion centers found that DHS may 

have allocated over a billion dollars towards the construction of offices like die BRIC nationwide. Its 

investigation also found that the states spent four times what the federal government contiributed towards 

the development of these "fusion centers." Scarce police resources would be better allocated towards 

building community trust and solving actual crimes than intimidating and harassing petitioners for change in 

government policy. 

When law enforcement officers start investigating protected ideas rather than crimes, they threaten 

our right to free expression and assemUy protected by the First Amendment to the Constitution and Article 

16 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights. The unchecked political surveillance our lawsuit uncovered 

undermines our core values by chilling the speech of people who wish to participate in our democracy, 

which is a laudable exercise that our govemment should encourage and promote. It would weaken the First 

Amendment if would-be speakers were to remain silent out of fear that they would be falsely labeled an 

"Extremist* or potential threat in a secret government database. Upon learning that the police had 

'*The Boston Pblice attribute this particular impropriety to a computer glitch. In a Irt ter to the ACLU, the BPD's lawyer 
explained that, 'of the thirteen r^rts provided, approximately eleven of them should have been purged frem the Department's 
database prior to your request. However, an error in the Department's soihvare prevented this irom occurring. That software 
error has since been corrected." Without an independent system of auditing and accountability, there Is no w^ to know If the 
BRIC continues to keqp interim reports longer than 90 days. 



intelligence files containing information about him, one of our clients, peace activist Richard Colbath-Hess, 

.*aid, "People are scared.. .If the police are monitoring us, who wants to take a risk?* 

The organizations and individuals involved in the lawsuit against the Boston Police Department 

release these records to shine a light on coimterproductive surveillance practices in our city. We call on the 

Boston Police Department to cease its political surveillance operations. The BRIC's poUtical surveillance 

constitutes both a waste of public resources and a threat to our democracy. Rapidly advancing technologies 

enable govemment databases to log, store and share information — including false information — about 

people accused of no orime. Massachusetts should lead the nation and implement binding accountability, 

transparency and oversight mechanisms to ensure that police practices remain firmly within the confines of 

the law and the Constitution. 

There ia no room in a democracy for the policing of diaaent. 

II. DOCUMENTS AND FINDINGS 

A police presence is commonplace at political rallies and events, where officers are called on to 

keep order, help marchers get through the Boston streets and ensure public safety. DHaiments released by 

the BPD reveal that, in at least three ways, police now do much more than that. 

First, officers actively monitor and videotape events and demonstrations, retaining the footage, and 

writing the "intelligence reports* on peaceful protesters. Second, officers investigate the beliefs and 

communications of peaceful demonstrators, giving them labeh like "extremists* even when the officers 

could not plausibly suspect diem of any crime. Third, the BPD and the BRIC improperly retained this 

information for years, even though it never should have been collected. 

A. The documenta reveal that police aurveillance teama have been monitoring and 
tracking Beaton activiata for years. 

Videos taped at public demonstrations and "intelligence reports" written by officers assipied to the 

BRIC show pervasive monitoring of peacefiil demonstrations. Nine out of the 13 reports obtained by the 

ACLU and NLG discuss only political activity, never mentioning criminal or even potentially criminal acts; 

two reference non-violent civil disobedience. Nonetheless, all of the reports include die category "Criminal 

Act" and use labels such as "Extremist,* "Civil Disturbance* or "HomSec-Domestic.* 
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BPD 'intelUgenee reports" show tracking and monitoring of poUtieal groups having no 
involvement in violence or nexus to crimJnai activity. 

* Officers monitored "an anti-war group made up of older veterans." 3/11/3008 Intel. Rpt. 
"Detective Creed and Trooper Favale went to the Boston Common to monitor the anti-war 
demonstration." 3/20/2008 Inlel. Rpt. 

* Another report states that "Detectives Creed and Kelley of the BRIC monitored ajn] uiti-war 
demonstration' at the Park Street MBTA station. Nothing criminal occurred, and officers 
acknowledged that the demonstration was "generally peaceful." >/26/2008 Intel. Rpt. 

• Agents monitored preparations for an annual anti-war rally on the Boston Common, noting that 
"in the past, this event has drawn up to several thousand participants who are generally 
peaceful." lO/Ol/OT Intd.Rpt. 

* "Sgt. Det. Brian McMasters and Det. Wilbam Dickinson monitored a protest organized by 
[redacted]... ."S/IS/jW? Imd. RpV. 

riie monitoring is hng'term. 

* Officers were able to say which people "have been showing up recently at anti-war and other far 
left-events. 3/20/2008 fntol. Rpt. 

* Officers could say which demonstrators had attended "all of the recent* demonstrations and 
whidi demonsurators had attended only "several" of them. l/R/2009hitel. Rpt. 

"Intelligence reports"falsely categoriae peaceful protests in a "Criminal Act" datal>ase with 
lalfels sueh as "Civil Disturlmnee," "HomeSec-Domestic" and "Extremists." 

A Howard Zinn speaking engagement arranged by Councilor Felix Arroyo, Sr., was filed under 
•Extremists." 3/28/2007 Intel. Rpt. 

* The groups Veterans for Peace, United for Justice with Peace and Stop the Wars Coalition are 
also categorized as "Extremists." 3/20/2008 and 3/26/2008 Intel. K\yts. 

* Two "intelligence reports" filed under "(aroups—Civil Disturbance" make no mention of any 
such disturbance. In one report, the only documented disruption occurred when protesters 
caused "some traffic delays and sometimes [blocked] pedestrian passage on the sidewalk." 
Officers simply moved protesters along. 5/18/2009 Intel. Rpt. 

• None of the reports filed under "HomeSec-Domestiĉ  discuss the possibility of any future safety 
concerns, security concerns, terrorism (domestic or odierwise), or any other type of threat. -
4/02/2007. I/QV20Q8. 10/01/2008. 3/18/2010 and4/13/2010 InieL Rpt>. 

BPD officers takt video recordings of peaceful eventSi retaining them for imJbiown periods of 
time. 

In response to our requests for video of specified events, the BPD turned over hours of 
footage, which captures thousands of demonstrators expressing their views in public areas. 
These tapes are retained even though they do not constitute evidence of any crime. Activists 
report seeing police officers with lund-held cameras at rallies and events. The BPD also deploys 
stationary cameras in open areas. 



B. The documents reveal that Boston Police oflicera track and record the intemal 
dynamics and political beliefs of peaceful groups and individuals. 

Police surveillance of peaceful demonstrators is not limited to watching them when they participate 

in peaceful public protests. "Intelligence reports" also reveal investigation of the ideas and communications 

of jieaoeful groups. 

The "intelligence reports" describe the monitoring of constitutionally-protected speech and 
ideas having no plausiltle connection to any crime, 

• Officers reported that local activists had tried "to get 'celebrity guest speakers'* such as Sean 
Ptenn and Susan Sarandon. 3/28/2007 Intel. Rpt. 

* Officers monitored one group's "infighting" about whether it "should stop its anti-war actions 
during the election year in an effort not to harm the Democratic Purty." 3/11/2008 Luel. Rpt. 

* Officers questioned someone about "the reason for the demonstration* and whether "he was 
part of |ltl.* 3/26/2008 Intel. Rpi. 
An bitelligenoe report described one group's intemal debate about whether "to plan for an 
increase in anti-war actions leading up to die November elections." 6/10/2(X)S hitel. Rpt. 

* "Activists are hopeful that an Obama victory in November will speed up the withdrawal from 
lraq."lQ/1/2iy)81nlel.Rpl. 
When the Tea Party brought Sarah Palin to town, officers investigated whether "counter-
demonstrators" would hold an "impromptu march," even though prior Palin events had involved 
"no major incidence of violence." 4/13/2010 Intel. Rpt. 

The traddng of groups and peace activists by police includes monitoring of on-lineforums, 
such as: 

' Facebook. 4/13/2010 Intel. Rpt. 
* Email distribution lists. 3/20/2008 Intel. Rpt. 
* "'[CJhatter' on local activist message boards." 3/27/2007 Intel. Rpt. 

Boston Police officers seek informants to spy on the peace activist community. 

* The Boston officers have relied on outside intelligence on constitutionally protected activities, 
such as the "FBI's source" who said that 10 people from a certain group might try to pass out 
flyers at the Palin rally. 4/13/2010 Intel. Rpt. 
Officers have also tried to get activists to spy on each oihier. One report states: "Over the 
weekend, Lt. McDermott spoke with a source in the activist community who stated that the 
various anti-war groups are hoping for a large turnout this weekend." 3/27/2007 Intel. Rpt. 

i4ctivi5ts accused of minor infractions are interrogated about their First Amendment 
activities rather than their infractions. 

* Activists arrested at one demonstration were moved for "processing,* which included 
questioning by surveillance officers about what group "the arrested activists were associated 
with." 3/20/2008 Intel. Rpt. 
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* Activists arrested for trespassing at a consulate were interviewed by three surveillance officers 
"in die hopes that diese activists may reach out to the officers in the future.* l/OS/20(.)9 liMel. 
filiS-They were asked about their organizing efforts and for the names of other organizers. 
When the National Lawyers Guild adked the BPD for records of thb interrogation, the BPD 
responded that there were none.The lawsuit proved that these records existed after all. 

C. The documenta reveal that the Boston Police Department ia retaining and poaaibly 
ahauring ̂ 'intelligence reports** in violation of privacy rules. 

Federal privacy regulatians and the BRIC's own policies forbid collecting and retaining infonnation 

based solely on political activity. Yet this is precisely what has been hajipening. 

Boston Poiice have improperly created and retained intelligence records. 

* Under federal law and BRIC's policies, information and First Amendment activity should not be 
collected unless the police have reasonable suspicion of a crime. 42 U.S.C. §§ 3782(a), 
3789g(c); 28 CF.R. § 23.20.The "intelligence reports*released by BPD show widespread 
violation of those ndes. 

* BPD reports were not purged in accordance with its own guidelines. 

BPD surveillance appears to be port of a broader effort to collect and share information. 

* Each "intelligence report* is assigned a "Database record ID number." 
* The reports reflect information obtained from the FBI, Including FBI sources and the National 

bistant Criminal Background Check System. 3/20/2(X)S and 4/13/2010 Intel. Rpta. 

D. The documenta show that domestic aurveillance lacka tranaparency and 
accountability. 

While the BRIC privacy policy states that it "will be open with the public in regard to information 

and intelligence collection practices," BRIC ojierates in secrecy, without external oversight or public 

accountability. There appear to be no consequences for BRIC's violation of its own policies, such as record 

retention and intelligence gathering. 

Individuals have no meaningful my to challenge false information collected about them. V/hile the 

BRIC privacy Policy outlines a process to make complaints, the process is not known to the public. In 

addition, to the extent that inframation about an individual relates to terrorism, the BRIC will neither 

confirm nor deny the existence of information on die individual. 
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Routine police surveillance and investigation of peaceful demonstrations, and of the people who 

engage in them, is illegal, a misuse of police resources, and an affront to the First Amendment.Yet the 

Boston Police Deparonent and the Boston Regional Intelligence Center have routinely and intentionally 

collected information about peaceiul demonstrations and demonstrators, and have not purged that 

information in a timely manner. 

These practices should come to an immediate and public end, Accordingly, the ACLU of 

Massachusetts and the National Lawyers Guild, Massachusetts Chapter make the following 

recommendations: 

1. The BPD should cease the routine aurveillance and recording of public 
demonstrations and the routine monitoring and investigation of groupa and 
individuals ivho engage in them. Under federal regulations, those police actions should occur 
only when officers reasonably suspect criminal activity. When officers 60 reasonably suspect 
criminal activity by a specific group or person, any surveillance or investigation must relate to the 
suspected crime. The BPD should create an independent and public auditing ayatem to 
enaure that it abidea by the reasonable auapicion atandard and adequately protects 
civil rights and civil libertiea in all of ita intelligence operations. 

2. Given the findings of the US Senate subcommittee report and the abuses uncovered by the ACLU 
and the NLG, the Commonwealth of Maaaachuaetta ahould immediately ceaae funding 
JVtaaaachusetta' two fuaion centera, the BRIC and its state police counterpart, the 
Commonwealth Fusion Center. Any future allocation of funds should be contingent on a 
demonstration that neither fusion center is conducting political surveillance, that they are actually 
using taxpayer dollars to promote public safety and that they have implemented meaningful 
measures of accountability and oversight. 

3. The Maaaachuaetta atate legialature ahould adopt legialation to prevent abuaea that 
inhibit freedom of expression. Such legislatim should, at a minimum: prohibit law 
enforcement fron collecting information about lawful First Amendment-protected activity widiout 
reasonable suspicion that it directly relates to criminal activity; estabUsh rigorous standards for the 
integrity, security, and the use of any information collected about First Amendment-protected 
activity; and require routine public audits of information systems that contain such information." 

" 5u, t.g., An Aa u praccct prfrac^ and ptnmal data. Senate Bill 1194,1 BT*** General Court of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, ai http;// ww w.inalcplsUturtf.yov/ Hill*/1 B7/Sfiiatf /SO1194. 
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DECLARATION 

I, Mary J. Martin, make this declaration in support of the application to the Federal 
Election Commission for an advisoiy opinion that the SWP, the SWP's National 
Campaign Conunittee, and the conmiittees supporting the candidates for the SWP are 
entitled to an exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Election 
Campaign Act. 

I make this statement on the basis of my personal knowledge. 

1. I was the Socialist Workers Party candidate for School Board in the City of Seattle 
in 2011 along with John Naubert who was the party's candidate for Port 
Commissioner in Seattle. 

2. Between July and December, I and other campaign supporters and supporters of 
the Socialist Workers Party participated in dozens of protests and picket lines in 
support ofthe International Longshore and Warehouse workers Union Local 21 
who were in a labor dispute with the EGT Corporation in Longview, WA tmtil the 
imionists prevailed and were re-inistated in Jan. of 2012. 

3. Support activities for the union took place in Washington State including in 
Portland, Longview, Seattle, and Tacoma as well as cities in Califomia. Our 
support to the imion and our election campaigns were received well at these union 
support activities. The record of our participation is reflected in articles in the 
pages of the Militant Newspaper throughout this period. 

4. Recently revelations of govemment spying on the Occupy movement as made 
public in an article in the New York Times indicate that the spying was directed 
specifically at the labor movement's public activities in support of the ILWU. 

5. At the time I heard personal accotmts from unionists. Occupy activists and 
residents of Longview about police harassment, spymg and assaults carried out 
against them while on the picket line, while on their way to and fiom the picket 
line or work, or while at home in their houses, from local police and other police 
agencies. As well there was concerted misquoting and misrepresentation of the 
union and its spokespersons and supporters in the local paper. Investor Business 



Daily and other press. Today a civil suit by the union against police agencies 
regardmg these police actions is still being argued in court. 

6. Based on my experiences speaking with potential supporters, I believe that there 
are people considering contributing to or supporting the SWP campaign who will 
decline to do so for fear they will be subject to threats, violence and/or harassment 
by the govemment and private persons. They will reasonably conclude that 
because the govemment is surveilling these union support rallies, in which the 
SWP has and continues to participate, and the govemment and hostile private 
persons are harassing these union supporters, the govemment is also surveilling 
the SWP and SWP supporters will also be subject to harassment. 

7. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed 
in Seattle, WA on Feb. 11,2013. 

Mary J. Martin 
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F.B.L Counterterrorism Agents Monitored Occupy Movement, 
Records Show 

WASHINGTON — The Federal Bureau of Investigation used counterterrorism agents to 
investigate the Occupy Wall Street movement, including its communications and plan
ning, according to newly disdosed agency records. 

The F.B.I. records show that as early as September 2011, an agent from a counterterror
ism task force in New York notified officials of two landmarks in Lower Manhattan — 
Federal Hall and the Museum of American Finance — "that their building was identi
fied as a point of interest for the Occupy Wall Street." 

That was around the time that Occupy Wall Street activists set up a camp in Zuccotti 
Park in Lower Manhattan, spawning a protest movement across the United States that 
focused the nation's attention on issues of income inequality. 

In the following months, F.B.I, personnel around the country were routinely involved in 
exchanging information about the movement with businesses, local law-enforcement 

http://www.nytlmes.com/2012/12/25/nyrtglen/occupy-movcmcnt-was-...htmPrer«oeeupywallstraattgwh«7BEC61C76916S03EA97DA^ Pagt 1 of 4 
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agendes and universities. 

An October 2011 memo from the bureau's Jacksonville, Fla., field office was titled Do
main Program Management Domestic Terrorist. 

The memo said agents discussed "past and upcoming meetings" of the movement, and 
its spread. It said agents should contact Occupy Wall Street activists to ascertain 
whether people who attended their events had "violent tendendes." 

The memo said that because of high rates of unemployment, "the movement was 
spreading throughout Florida and there were several Facebook pages dedicated to spe
dfic chapters based on geographical areas." 

The F.B.I, was concerned that the movement would provide "an outlet for a lone offend
er exploiting the movement for reasons assodated with general govemment dissatisfac
tion." 

Since the Sept. 11,2001, attacks, the F.B.I. has come under critidsm for deploying coim-
terterrorism agents to conduct surveillance and gather intelligence on organizations ac
tive in environmental, animal-cruelty and poverty issues. 

The disdosure of the F.B.I. records comes a little more than a year after the police ousted 
protesters from Zuccotti Park in November 2011. Law-enforcement agendes undertook 
similar actions around the country against Occupy Wall Street groups. 

Occupy Wall Street has lost much of its visibility since then, but questions remain about 
how local and federal law-enforcement offidals monitored and treated the protesters. 

The records were obtained by the Partnership for Civil Justice Fund, a dvil-rights orga
nization in Washington, through a Freedom of Information request to the F.B.I. Many 
parts of the documents were redacted by the bureau. 

The records provide one of thie first glimpses into how deeply involved federal law-en
forcement authorities were in monitoring the activities of the movement, which is some
times described in extreme terms. 

For example, according to a memo written by the F.B.I.'s New York field office in Au-

http://www.tiytlmcs.com/2012/12/2S/nyKglon/occu|iy-movemcntHivas-...html?ref-occupy«Alistfcctagwh»7B Page 2 of 4 
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gust 2011, bureau personnel met with offidals from the New York Stock Exchange to 
discuss "the planned Anarchist protest titled 'Occupy Wall Street,' scheduled for Sep
tember 17,2011." 

"The protest appears on Anarchist Web sites and sodal network pages on the Intemet," 
the memo said. 

It added: "Numerous inddents have occurred in the past which show attempts by Anar
chist groups to disrupt, influence, and or shut down normal business operations of fi-
nandal districts." 

A spokesman for the F.B.I, in Washington cautioned against "drawing condusions from 
redacted" documents. 

"The F.B.I, recognizes the rights of individuals and groups to engage in constitutionally 
protected activity," said the spokesman, Paul Bresson. "While the F.B.I, is obligated to 
thoroughly investigate any serious allegations involving threats of violence, we do not 
open investigations based solely on First Amendment activity. In fact, the Department 
of Justice and the F.B.L's own internal guidelines on domestic operations strictly forbid 
that." 

But Mara Verheyden-Hilliard, executive director of the Partnership for Civil Justice 
Fund, said the documents demonstrated that the F.B.I. had acted improperly by gather
ing information on Americans involved in lawful activities. 

"The collection of information on people's free-speech actions is being entered into tm-
regulated databases, a vast storehouse of irtformation widely disseminated to a range of 
law-enforcement and, apparently, private entities," she said. "This is predsely the threat 
— people do not know when or how it may be used and in what manner." 

The records show little evidence that the members of the movement planned to commit 
violence. But they do describe a discussion on the Intemet "regarding the Occupy Wall 
Street movement about when it is okay to shoot a police officer" and a law-enforcement 
meeting held in Des Moines because "there may potentially be an attempt to stop the 
Iowa Caucuses by people involved in Occupy Iowa." 

http://www.nytlmes.com/2012/12/2S/nyreglon/occupy-moyetnentHivas-...html7rtf*occupywatlstreetigwh-7BEC61C76916S03EA97̂ ^ Page 3 of 4 
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There are no references within the documents to agency personnel covertly infiltrating 
Occupy branches. 

The documents indicate, however, that the F.B.I, obtained information from police de
partments and other law-enforcement agendes that appear to have been gathered by 
someone observing the protesters as they planned activities. 

The documents do not detail recent activities by the F.B.I, involving Occupy Wall Street. 

But one activist, Billy Livsey, 48, said two F.B.I, agents visited him in Brooklyn over the 
summer to question him about planned protests at the Republican National Convention 
in Tampa, Fla., and about plans to celebrate the first anniversary of Occupy Wall Street 
in September. 

The agents, Mr. Livsey said, told him they knew he was among a group of people in
volved in the Occupy Wall Street "direct action" group that distributed information 
about the movement's activities. 

He said he felt unnerved by the visit. 

"It was surprising and troubling to me," Mr. Livsey said. 

http://www.nytlmes.com/2012/l2/25/nyr«gion/eccupy-movcmcnt-was-...html7ref-occupywallstreet8igwh>7BEC61C76916503EA9ra^ Page 4 of 4 
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FBI Documents Reveal Secret 
Nationwide Occupy Monitoring 
See Ihe released documents here 
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FBI documents Just oliiained by the Pannership for Civil 
Justice Fund (K'JF) pursuant to lliij PCjf's FTPpdom of ^'^ <^ Trmttpamnef 
Inrormnlion Art drmands reveal that from lis inception, (hr Cm Oeanr CrachtfoiMi FOIA Riquatit 
FBI treated the Ocnipy movemcot as a potential crlmiDal 
and terrorist tlveat even iliougli tlie agency acknowledges 
In documents that organizers expiiciUy called for peacefiil protest and did "not condone ibe use of 
violi'iicc* at occupy proie»ts. 

Tlir PfJF has obttttucd hpuvily redocird documents showing thoi FBI offirfs and agents around the 
country were in high gear condurUng survvllliince against the movement even as early as August 
2011, a month prior to the establishment of the OWS encampment ID Zuccotti Park and otber 
Occupy actions around the country. 

'This production, which we believe is Just the lip of the iceberg, is a window info the nationwide 
scope of the FBI's surveillance, monitoringi and reporting on peaceful protestors organizbig with 
Ihe Occufiy movement," slated Mara Verbeyden-Hillinrd, Executive Director of the Partnership for 
Civil Justice Fund Q'CJF]. These documents show that the FBI and Ihe Department of Homeland 
Security are treating protests against the corporate and banking structure of America as potential 
cilminal and terrorist actl\1ty. These donimeuts also show these fedei-a) agencies functioning as a 
de facto inteUlgeace arm of Wall Street and Corporate America." 

The documents are beailly redacted, aad it is dear from the production that the FBI is 
ivlUiholdlng far more nwterial. We are filing an appeal chaSengbig this response and demanding 
full disclosure to Ihe public of the records of tbis operation," stated Heather Beuno, staff attorney 
with the FC'JF. 

• As early as August 19,2011, the FBI in New York was meeting vrtth tbe New York Slock Exchange 
to discuss the Occupy Wall Street protests that wouldn't stsri for another month. By September, 
prior to rhe start of rhe OWS, the FBI was notifying businesses that they might be tbe focus of on 
OWS protest. 

• Tlie FBI's Indianapolis dĥ slon released a 'Potential Criminal ActivUy Alert* on September 15, 
2011, even though Ihey acknowledged that no spedfic protest date had been scheduled In 
Indiona. The documents show that the Indianapolis division ot the FBI was coordinating with "All 
Indiana Slate ond Local Law Enforcement Agencies," as well aa tbe "huUana Intelligence FUslon 
Center.* rhe FBI 'Dlreciorate of InteDigence* and other national FBI coordinating mechanisms. 

• Documents show the spybig abuses of the FBI's 'Campus Liaison Program" in which the FBI in 
Albany and the Syracuse Jobir Terrorism Task Force dissemliuted taformation to "sixteen (16) 
different campus police ofHcials,' and then *sL\ (9) additional campus police offidals." Campus 
officials were hi contact with the FBI for bifonnarion on OWS. A representative of the Slate 
University- of New York at Oswego contacted the FBI for information on the OWS protests and 
reported to the FBI on the SL-NY-Oswego Occu|)>- encampment made up of students and 
professors. 

• Documents released show coordination between the FBI, Department of Homeland Securlry and 
corporate America. Tbe>- include a report by tbe Domestic Security Alliance Council (DS.AC), 
described by the federal gi>veniment as "a strategic partnership between the FBI, ihe Department 
of Homeland Security aad rhe private sector," discussing tbe OWS protests at the West Coast 
pons to "raise awareness concerning Oils lype of criminal acilvUy." The DSAC repori shows ihe 
nature of secret collaliorallon between American intelligence agencies and rheir corporate cHents 
- the docuiueor contains a "liandling notice* that the informHtlon is "meant for use primarily 
within the coiporate security ronununlty. Such messages shsU not be released tai either written 
or oral form to ihcmcdla, the general public or other personnel..." (The DSAC document was 
also obtoincd by the Northern California ACLli wblch has sought local FBI surveillance files.) 
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• .\avul (.'rtanlnvl hnp̂ ligntive Smlics (N'CIS) rp|inripd lo the IIS.\C on the rrliiilnnship IMMWIVII 
OWS and organî eti lalior for llip port anions. The NCIS describes Itself as *an elite worldwide 
feileral low enforcemeni organi/alion" whose "mission Is in Inxestigate and Uefeal crimlnnL 
terrorist, and foreign Intelligence throats to the I'nlted States No\-> and Morlne Corps ashore, 
afiuol and bi n-bcrspace.' The .NCIS ulsn assitl» with the transport of nuanlananio prisoners. 

• DSAC Issued sexeral lips to lis rorpuraie cUenis on "i lvll unrest" which ll durini's as rangbiK 
from "small, organized rallies lo large-scale demunsiraiions and riolbig.* ll adilsed to dress 
consi>r\ailvelv, avoid political discussions and "a\old all lurge gotherlnga related lo civil Issues. 
Even 8t*«mingly peaceful rallies can spur vloleoi avilvlty or he met wlih resistance l>y securli) 
forces. Bystanders nuy be an-estnl or hsrmed by security forces using water cannons, tear gas or 
other measures to control crowds." 

• The FBI in Anchorage reported from a Joint Terrorism Task Force meelliiR of November 3,21)11, 
about Occup)' HClMiles in -Uicborage. 

• A ptirt Facilliy Security Offln'r bi .\nchoraRe coordinated with the FBI to aticDd the meeting of 
protestors and gabi Inlelligence un Ihe planning of the port actions. He was advised to request 
the presence of an Anchoroge PoUce Department offlrtal to also attend the eveai. The FBI Spedal 
Ageni lold the undercover private operalive ihai be would notify the Joint Terrorism Task Force 
and that he would prodde a point of contact at the Anchorage Police Department. 

• The Jacksonville, IHorida FBI prepared a Domestic Terrorism briefing on the "spresd of the 
Occupy Wall Streer Movement" In October 2011. The latelligeoce meeting disrnssed Occupy 
venues Identifying "Da>ioiia, Gainesville ami Ocala Resldeai Agency lenliories as porUons ... 
where some of the liighest unemployment rates in Florida continue to exist." 

• The TampM, Florida FBI "Domestic Terrorism" llslson partidpaled wilh Ihe Tampa Poiice 
Department's monthly Inlelligence meeting in which Occupy Ijakeland, Occupy Polk County and 
Occupy Sl. Petersburg were discussed. They reported on an Individual "leaiUng Ihe Occupy 
Tampn" and plans for travel to Gainesville for a protest plsnning meeting, as well ss on Veterons 
for Peace plans lo protest at MacDIII Air Force Base. 

• Tlie Federal Reserve In Richmond appears to have had personnel siirvellUng OWS planning. They 
were In coiilact with the FBI in Richmond to "pass oa luformation regarding the movement 
known as mx-upy Wall Street." There were repeated conununicalions "to pass on updates of the 
events and decisions made during the small rallies and the following laformadofl received from 
the Capital Police Inlelligence Unit through JTTP (Joint Terrorism Task Force)." 

• The VirglDitt FBI wss collecting bitcUigcnce oo the OWS movenicui for dlssendnaiioa to the 
Virginia Fusiun Center and olher Intelligence divisions. 

• The Mlhvoukee division of the FBI was coordinating with the Asbwaubenon Public Safely division 
In Green Bay Wisconsin regarding Ocnipy. 

• The .Memphis FBFs Joint Terrorism Task Force met to discuss "domestic terrorism' threats, 
induding, "Ar>-an Nations, Occupy Woll Street, and Anonymous." 

• The Bbmlngbsm. AL division of the FBI sent communications to HAZMAT teams regardtaig the 
Occupy Wall Sti-eet movemeoi. 

• Tlie Jackson, Mississippi division of the FBI attended a meetbig of the Bonk Security Croup bi 
Biloxi. MS with multiple private banks and tbe Bilo.xl PoUce Department, tai whidi they discussed 
an announced protest for "Katlonal Red Rank Slt-bi'Da')-' on DecendMr 7,2011. 

• 1he Denver, CO FBI and its Bank Frsud Working Group met and were briefed on Ocruiiy Wall 
Street in November 2011. Members of ihe Working Group include private flnandal taistiiutlons 
and local area law enforcement. 

• Jackson, .MS Jotait Terrorism T̂ sk Force issued a "Counterterrorism Preparedness" alert. This 
heavily redacted document taidudes the descripiiob. To donimeat...rhe Ocnipy Wall Street 
Movement." 

Vou ron read the FBJ • OWS documents below where we have uploaded diem in searchable format 
for public viewing. 

The PCJF filed Freedom of Information Act demanils with multiple federal law enforcement 
agencies In the fall of 2U11 as rhe Occupy crackdown began. Tlie FBI biltlally aitempted to limit its 
scorch to only one limited record keeping taidcx. Recognizing this as a common tsdic used by the 
FBI to conduct an inadequate search, the PC7F pressed forward demanding searches be performed 
of the FBI headquarters as well as FBI Held offices nationwide. 

The PCJF will conttaiue to push for public disdosure of the government's spy files and will release 
documents as rhey are obtained. 

Click here to sec the FBI documents obtaloed by the PCJF. 
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Froo speech, civil ricjhls, 

and civil liberties are 

UNDER ATTACK 

Help the PCJF 

DEFENDTHEM 

S I G N U P for breaking news from the PCJF 

email addicst ZIP Sign up 

D O N A T E to support this critical work 

F O L L O W U S on Facebook and Twitter 

To print the docuincnt, click the "Original Uorumcnr" link to 
oiKMi thu ori^iiuil i'DF. .\t this liriic tl is iio( |JOS.siblc to prim Ihv 
ducuincni with aiinoratioas. 

<«̂ convio* 
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THE MlilTANT 
Vol. 77/No. 1 January 14,2013 

FBI documents reveal US rulers' 
motives for spying against Ôccupy' 
(front page) 

BYJOHNSTUDER 
Recently released FBI documents show the extent of its spying against "Occupy** protest 
activities, as well as the involvement of other police agencies and private cops in these 
operations, and their special concem about any support among Occupy activists for 
labor fights and other social struggles in the interests of working people. 

After a year of stonewalling, the FBI turned over dozens of heavily redacted documents 
to the Partnership for Civil Justice Fund, a civil liberties law firm, conceming spying 
and inonitoring of Occupy activities. 

On Dec. 21 the govemment released 99 pages—out of 387 they claim they 
"reviewed**—in response to a PCJF Freedom of Information Act request. 

*This production, which we believe is just the tip of the iceberg, is a window into the 
nationwide scope of the FBI's surveillance, monitoring, and reporting on peaceful 
protestors organizing with the Occupy movement,*' Mara Verheyden-Hilliard, PCJF 
executive director, said in a statement released with copies of the files. 

"Domestic Terrorism*' was the FBI's reference on many of the files. "We do not open 
investigations based solely on First Amendment activity," FBI spokesman Paul Bresson 
told the New York Times when asked why die agency had targeted Occupy groups across 
the country. 

The FBI started generating reports on Occupy in August 2011, the month before the 
group began its first action in Zuccotti Park near Wall Street in New York City. 

The files turned over to PCJF contain reports of cop spying in 32 cities, including New 
York; Anchorage, Alaska; Albany, N.Y.; Memphis, Tenn.; Biloxi, Miss.; Portland. 
Maine; Des Moines, Iowa; and Tampa, Fla. 

Dozens of federal agencies, state and local cop outfits, university police and security 
forces for banks and businesses across tiie country are listed as participating in meetings 
with the FBI about planned protests and Occupy activists. 
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They include FBI-police Fusion Centers and local affiliates of the Joint Terrorism Task 
Force—both collaborative efforts combining FBI and other federal spy agencies with 
intelligence or "anti-terrorism" divisions of local police departments; tiie Domestic 
Security Alliance Council, which the govemment calls "a strategic partnership between 
the FBI, the Department of Homeland Security and the private sector**; and the Naval 
Criminal Investigative Service, which says it is "an elite woridwide federal law 
enforcement organization** whose **mission is to investigate and defeat criminal, 
terrorist, and foreign intelligence threats to tiie United States Navy and Marine Corps 
ashore, afloat and in cyberapace." 

Targets West Coast port protests 
One central target of the spying was protests planned at ports up and down the West 
Coast in December 2011. 

A Domestic Security Alliance Council "Liaison Infonnation Report,** which states its 
purpose "is to raise awareness conceming this type of criminal activity,** reports that 
Occupy groups are organizing to hold peaceful protests at ports in Los Angeles; San 
Diego; Houston; Pbrtiand, Ore; and Seattle, Tacoma and Vancouver, Wash. 

The report is particulariy concemed about potential cooperation between tiie protesters 
and members of the Intemational Longshore and Warehouse Union. *The Naval 
Criminal Investigative Service has stated that the actions of the OWS [Occupy Wall 
Street] Movement may or may not be coordinated with organized labor actions at the 
affected ports,** the anonymous DSAC author writes. 

The Occupy actions at the ports included slogans in support of ILWU workers in 
Longview, Wash., who at the time were involved In a bitter fight against a lockout by 
EGT Development. 

DSAC includes recommendations for executives of its business affiliates: "Avoid all 
large gatherings related to civil issues. Even seemingly peaceful rallies can spur violent 
activity or be met with resistance by security forces.** 

An Oct. 19,2011, "Domestic Terrorism** memo wams about the emergence of Occupy 
chaptere in northem Florida. The FBI's counterterrorism program coordinator there 
explains his concem that these are "territories" where "some of the highest 
unemployment rates in Florida continue to exist.** 

An "Intelligence Briefing" issued in Los Angeles Oct. 20 reports on a meeting tiie FBI 
organized with local county sheriffs and LA. Transit Security Bureau cops. The 
bureau*s special agent notes that there is a rise in confrontations with "verbally abusive" 
people on mass transit who confront cops about beatings of prisoners in LA. Sheriff*s 
Department jails. 

The FBI agent expresses concem for what would happen if "'Occupy Wall Street' 
protesters mix with the more violent individuals upset about the alleged mistreatment of 
prisonera in the LASD jails." 
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An Oct. 25 document reports the FBI "disseminated two Intelligence products from tiie 
Campus Liaison Program to sixteen (16) different campus police officials" in the 
Albany, N.Y., area. 

The authors of tiiese files, whose names are all redacted out, work hard to present some 
potential for violence that justifies their investigation. Some note the participation of 
anarchists. One memo says Occupy would provide "an outiet for a lone offender 
exploiting the movement for reasons associated with general govemment 
dissatisfaction." 

They also strain to give the appearance that the FBI is not mnning informers or 
provocateurs inside the Occupy groups. 

'The documents indicate, however, that the FBI obtained information from police 
departments and other law-enforcement agencies,** the Times wrote, "that appear to have 
been gathered by someone observing the protesters as they planned activities.** 

Attomeys for the PCJF say they "will continue to push for public disclosure of the 
govemment*s spy files and will release documents as they are obtained." 

Related articles: 
Cops, prisons arose to enforce capitalist order 

Front page (for this issue) I Home I Text-version home 
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Latest Batch of DHS Occupy Documents 
Contains New Details About Monitoring of 
Protest Movement 
By J^m UnpnM' JA MYfrm- Ka/ifl Kimichaffand MXv Ludwie. lualuM I Report 

The Department of Homeland Security j jHHjl^^^^Stt^ 
(DHS) released another batch of 
documents Thursday morning in response 
to Tnithout's wide-ranging Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) request 
pertaining to the agency's role in 
monitoring the Occupy Wall Street (OWS) 
protest movement. 

The materials show that DHS and other (Photo: Alex Wellerstein / Flickrl 
federal law enforcement agencies under 
DHS*s control received and disseminated numerous intemal intelligence 
reports and threat bulletins about OWS*s activities and monitoring of the 
group was widespread. 

The heavily redacted documents total 335 pages (28 pages were released in 
full). The letter DHS sent to this reporter detailing the exemptions the agency 
applied in justifying the redactions can be read hfiie. 

Truthout was the first news organization to file a FOIA request with DHS for 
OWS-related documents. In March, the agency released to Truthout nearly 
400 pages of redacted documents that showed DHS officials (and in several 
cases, the Secret Service) closely monitored the eight-month old Occupy 
movement, gathered intelligence on the group and had disseminated internal 
threat assessments on OWS—actions which one DHS official characterized as 
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possibly unconstitutional, according to the documents. 

The new batch of records show additional warnings leveled by DHS officials 
about unconstitutional surveillance pertaining to internal activities aimed at 
monitoring the protest group's movements. The documents DHS previously 
released to Truthout did not contain smoking guns proving DHS worked with 
local law enforcement and local govemment officials "in any wholesale 
manner," as noted by one DHS official, on the coordinated crackdown of 
Occupy encampments throughout the country last October. 

However, DHS, as well as its sub-agencies, such as Immigration and Custom 
Enforcement (ICE), and officials stationed at fusion centers throughout the 
country, spent a considerable amount of time monitoring the protest 
movement, exchanging emails and "bulletins" about OWS, and discussing the 
group's plans with local law enforcment, according to the new documents. 

For example, ICE sent a "special agent" on New Yeiars Day to assist law 
enforcement authorities, if necessary, during an intemational meeting 
between members of Occupy Buffalo and Occupy Toronto and other regional 
Occupies on the famous Rainbow Bridge, where tourists can walk to each side 
of the Niagara Falls, according to a "significant incident report" issued by ICE. 

The special agent's name was redacted, but that individual worked with ICE's 
Homeland Security Investigations unit, which investigates serious border 
crimes, such as human and dmg smuggling. About 30 people showed up for 
the meeting, which remained peaceful and did not intermpt any border patrol 
procedures. ICE issued similar "significant incident reports" on actions at 
ports in Oakland and Portland and an rally in El Paso, Texas. 

On November 11,2011 a "watch ofScer" issued an email to dozens of Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) officials and other DHS employees 
alerting them to be aware of a November 18 Occupy DC event called "occupy 
the evening commute," where protesters were expected to engage commuters 
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in the DC subway near the Occupy camp to tell them about the Occupy 
movement. The "watch officer," who's name was redacted from the document, 
works for FEMA's National Watch Center, which appears to spend a bulk of 
its time keeping an eye out for extreme weather, earthquakes and other 
natural disasters. 

Moreover, ICE spokespeople disseminated an email advising that Occupy 
Atlanta would be heading towards the Stewart Detention Center, a privately 
mn federal immigration prison in Stewart, Georgia, for a planned action. 

"Just a head's up that local OPA/ERO tn ATL received word that a few bus 
loads of 'Occupy Atlanta' protestors will be taking their show on the road and 
heading down to Stewart for an 'Occupy Stewart' demonstration at some 
point tomorrow," says a November 17,2011 email written by Gillian M. 
Christensen, an ICE public affairs officer, that was sent to ICE press secretary 
Barbara (jonzalez among other ICE media representatives. 

Emails also show considerable coordination between various agencies 
regarding the December 12,2011, West Coast-wide OWS protest aimed at 
shutting down seaports in Anchorage, Los Angeles, San Diego, Oakland, 
Portland, Houston, Seattle and Tacoma. A request from DHS's Network 
Operations Center (NOC) went out on December 6 to Customs and Border 
Patrol (CPB), the US Coast Guard and ICE. 

In preparation for these protests, a December 8,2011 memo details DHS field 
offices in Houston, Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco and Seattle were 
"actively engaged with local law enforcement and trade partners to establish 
contingency plans" in case the protests affected CPB locations in those cities. 
Coordinated agencies included local police departments, the Coast Guard, the 
TSA (including Federal Air Marshals), US Marshals, the US Attomeys Office, 
and potentially others - the memo contains significant redactions. 

It is not dear what ICE's response to the request to "provide what actions they 
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will be taking to prepare" for the shutdown contained or why it was thought 
necessary to have ICE detail its plans. The same RFI mentions placing San 
Francisco's Special Response Team (SRT) on notice. The SRT is a group of 
elite deputies with heavy training in special weapons and tactics. The Coast 
Guard provided a "general battle rhythm" and a list of its assets on patrol 
including boats and weaponry, though "In general," the memo stipulates, "no 
overt weapons will be displayed." 

The previous port shutdown, which Occupy Oakland organized on November 
2, had support from the air. An email contained in the documents assures 
DHS that "Air Station San Francisco has a B-o aircraft ready to respond as 
well." 

Other emails show that the decision to enforce curfews or evict Occupy 
protesters has been issued from different federal agencies and there is 
confusion among local law enforcement agencies as to which federal agenqr is 
responsible for giving these orders. 

Indeed, on November i, 2011 Portland protesters were removed from the 
federal Terry Shmnk Plaza by Federal Protective Services (FPS) and the 
Portland Police Bureau. But less than a week later it was unclear whether FPS 
or the General Services Administration (GSA), the agenqr that approves 
permits for protests on federal property, would be handling arrests. FPS is 
part of DHS. It is a "federal law enforcement agency [that] provides 
integrated security and law enforcement services to federally owned and 
leased buildings, facilities, properties and other assets," DHS's website says. 

On November 6,2011 Occupy protesters chained themselves to a 50-gallon 
dmm at the plaza. An email from DHS spokesman Chris Ortman says that 
reporters from an unnamed agency "are asking if FPS will be arresting folks 
as they did last week." The Portland Police Department is also "telling 
reporters it's FPS' decision," the email states. 
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But, Ortman said, "GSA controls the permits and has asked FPS not to 
enforce the curfew at the park and the prohibition on overnight 
encampments." 

At the same time, Ortman's email says that FPS is waiting for direction from 
DHS on whether they should initiate arrests. 

"I've spoken to the FPS CRD on the ground and he says they are standing 
down and following GSA's request to only intervene if there is a threat to 
public safety until they here otherwise from DHS," Ortman wrote. 

Another email shows the White House approved talking points for DHS in 
which the agency denied to reporters that it had participated in a coordinated 
crackdown on Occupy encampments last year. 

"Any decisions on how to handle specifics situations are dealt with by local 
authorities in that location," states a November 16,2011 email, which 
contained an on-the-record comment DHS spokesman Matthew Chandler 
said was apparently approved by the White House and later provided to CBS 
News. "If a protest area is located on Federal property and has been deemed 
unsanitary or unsafe by the General Services Administration (GSA) or city 
officials, and they make a decision to evacuate participants, the Federal 
Protective Service (FPS) will work with those officials to develop a plan to 
ensure the security and safety of everyone involved." 

OWS Documents Sought From Other Law Enforcement Agencies 

In January, Tmthout also filed, under New York's Freedom of Information 
Law (FOIL), a request for OWS documents, including video, audio, 
photographs, emails, and threat assessments, with the New York Police 
Department (NYPD) and its Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF). In a 
Febmary 13 letter sent to Tmthout, Lt. Richard Mantellino, a records access 
officer in NYPD's legal bureau, said, "Before a determination can be rendered, 
further review is necessary to assess the potential applicability of exemptions 
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set forth in FOIL, and whether the records can be located." 

NYPD would not say when the department expects to complete its "review." 

Last October, Tmthout also filed a FOIA request with the FBI for OWS-
related documents. But the bureau responded to our FOIA request by stating 
the agency was "unable to identify main file records responsive to the FQLA," 

We immediately appealed the decision to the Justice Department's Office of 
Information Policy (OIP) and requested the FBI conduct a broader search for 
documents given that a report published last October by Gawker noted that 
Jordan T. Lloyd, a member of the FBI's cybersecurity team in New York, 
received dozens of emails about Occupy Wall Street and that Loyd responded 
to at least one of the messages. On Febmary 7, Justice Department attomey 
Sean R. O'Neill, denied our appeal and said the FBI conducted an "adequate" 
search. 

"After carefully considering your appeal, I am affirming the FBI's action on 
your request," O'Neill wrote in a letter to Tmthout. "I have determined that 
the FBI's action was correct and that it conducted an adequate, reasonable 
search for responsive records." 

The documents DHS released Thursday show that the FBI's Strategic 
Information fc Operations (SIOC) division had notified all of its field offices 
about a plan by Occupy protesters to shut down West Coast ports on 
December 12,2011. The December 6,2011 email was sent out by a "senior 
watch offier" from DHS's National Operations Center. It is addressed to "All." 

"FBI SIOC advised us that they are also sharing this information with their 
field offices tonight," the email says. "The FBI does not currently intend to 
release a bulletin but they did say that this would be discussed further in the 
moming." 

SIOC "was created in 1989 to monitor all major events held in conjunction 
with the inauguration of President George H.W. Bush. It replaced an ad hoc 
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emergency operations center that was created for specific crisis situations," 
according to a fact sheet posted on the FBI's website. 

The FBI's discussion of the ports shutdown took place about a month after we 
filed our FQLA request with the bureau, which sought documents covering the 
August through October 31 timeframe. We've filed another FOIA request with 
FBI seeking documents from November 1,2011 through the present. 

Tmthout also filed a separate FOIA request with the FBI for "processing 
notes" to determine how the agency handled our initial FOIA request for OWS 
documents. Furthermore, we also requested a copy of the administrative file 
from OIP related to the denial of our appeal. 

Last week, the FBI sent the processing notes—two pages, including a search 
sUp-which were heavily redacted and fails to provide any additional insight 
into the integrity of the search for responsive records by the bureau. 

To print the document, click the "Original Document" link to open the 

original PDF. At this time it is not possible to print the document with 

annotations. 

This aiticle is a Truthout original. 
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Longshore fight against 
union busting intensifies 
BY MARY MARTIN 
LONGVIEW, Wash.— Intemational Longshore and Warehouse Union Local 21 in 
Longview, Wash., is preparing for a large protest to meet the first ship scheduled to load 
at EGT Development's grain terminal in January. 

EGT has refused to hire ILWU members at its terminal in violation of an agreement 
between the union and the Port of Longview. Instead, the bosses have hired membera of 
Operating Engineers Union Local 701 through a subcontractor under inferior conditions 
and without a contract. 

If EGT prevails, it would be the first West Coast terminal mn without ILWU labor in 
eight decades. 

The U.S. Coast Guard and Homeland Security will be overseeing the ship operation on 
the Columbia River. Coast Guard officials previously visited the union hall to "remind" 
longshore workera that their credentials could be revoked if union protests interfere with 
EGT operations. 

The union faces substantial legal challenges and a concerted effort by govemment 
agencies to smear it as "violent" in order to open the door to attacks by cops and courts. 

On Dec. 12 Judge Ron Marshall of the Cowlitz County District Court rejected motions 
from 45 longshore workera and supporters to dismiss trespass charges against them 
stemming from two September protests of incoming grains trains leading to the terminal. 

"I was surprised at the raling given how weak the prosecution's case was," Dan 
Coffman, ILWU Local 21 president, told the Militant at tiie union hall. "They presented 
contradictoiy statements. They could not pinpoint our location at the port or produce any 
documents stating where port property begins and public property ends. Those who have 
received citations will have trials next year." 

Two union membera who tried to stop a cop assault on membera of the union's Ladies 
Auxiliary at a Sept. 21 peaceful protest and who were themselves beaten by cops, face 
felony charges of assaulting police officera. 
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During the interview Coffman paused to consult with a longshore worker who brought 
in a new trespass citation just received in tiie mail stemming from a union protest held 
last July. 

Early next year the union will also be in court before a National Labor Relations Board 
arbitrator in Pbrtiand, Ore., for a suit brought by EGT charging the union witii so-called 
unfair labor practices. 

The union is facing $315,000 in fines stemming from protests at the Port of Longview. 
In addition, future trespass citations against union membera will carry fines of $2,500 
per peraon and $5,000 fines for union officera, under terms of a Sept. 30 raling by 
Federal Judge Robert Leighton. 

Additionally, the courts are hanging over the union's head a suspended $25,000 fine for 
alleged damage to the port stemming from protests on Sept. 7 and 8, which they threaten 
to impose if a judge deems future protests constitute trespassing. 

Dec. 12 port shutdown actions 
In the context of the union's fight against the bosses, backed up by their courts, cops, 
and govemment—all looking for a pretext to tighten tiie screws and deal blows to the 
union—ILWU intemational president Robert McElrath wrote a letter from the union's 
Coast Committee dissociating the union from port shutdown actions organized by 
"Occupy" protest groups. 

The call for Dec. 12 port shutdowns was voted on by the Occupy Oakland general 
assembly on Nov. 18 in response to cop attacks on occupy eiicampments and in support 
of the Longview ILWU fight and the right of port trackera to organize. 

A New York Times article quotes Boots Riley, rap musician and spokesperaon for 
Occupy Oakland, anogantiy dismissing any value in having official ILWU support. 
'The organizera of this movement are the working class, and these are issues that belong 
to the working class. No one has a copyright on working-class straggles." 

The character of the protests along the coast varied. 

In Oakland, several thousand, including many young people, participated in pickets that 
closed the port during two shifts. 

A Dec. 15 press release by Occupy Oakland hailed the protest as a success "despite 
concerted efforts . . . by Mayor Jean Quan, the ILWU Intemational leaderahip (which 
mounted an intemational media campaign) and the Port itself." 

Occupy Longview organized a port picket line of some 125. "If EGT succeeds in 
busting up the ILWU, who is next and where does it stop?" Occupy Longview press 
spokesperson Paul Nipper told the Militant, "We absolutely considered and organized 
our actions so as not to make legal problems for our neighbors." Although no one was 
blocked from entering the port, the Port of Longview decided to close for the day and no 
ILWU membera worked. 
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In Seattle, supporting ILWU workera in Longview was one of six issues raised by some 
500 protestera who blocked the port. Among the leading participants were anarchists 
with explicitiy reactionary, anti-working-class views. 

"Now the working class exists most predominately as the underbelly of its former self, 
as the excluded class," said one such statement handed out at the action. "It no longer 
holds the same power as it once did to shut down the economy from the workplace. 
Some of our potential comrades still work in the old worid of production: longshoremen, 
port truck driven, and othera. The rest of us exist outside that worid When we 
blockade the ports and staunch the flow of capital, we do it from the outside, as 
displaced people, no longer as workera." 

The Seattie protest was met with a police assault with pepper spray and flash bang 
grenades. 

Meanwhile, the ILWU continues to maintain its picket lines 24 hours a day as it has 
since June. "We have pledges of support from many unions and organizations to come 
to Longview for a protest when EGT's ship arrives,** Coffman told the Militant. "We 
will continue to fight.** 

Local 21 provides propane fuel, heatera and coffee for the 24/7 picket lines. Financial 
contributions to help pay for ILWU Local 21 *s fight can be made out to "EGT Fighting 
Fund" and mailed to ILWU Local 21,617 14tii Ave. Longview. WA 98632. 

Betsey Stone contributed to this article. 

Related articles: 
Ohio tire workers rally bolsters lockout struggle 
Amid piece rate, injuries, bosses press speedup 
•Sugar bosses underestimate us.* Midwest unionists sav 

QnthcPicKfftLinc 
Alabama action stands up to attack on immigrants, workera 
Workers protest 'silent raid* firings 
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THE MfLITANT 
Vol. 76/No. 2 January 16,2012 

Wash, port workers win 
initial frame-up battles 
ILWU calls mobilization to meet scab ship 
(lead article) 

BY MARY MARTIN 
LONGVIEW, Wash.—Three stalwarts of the Intemational Longshore and Warehouse 
Union here have been cleared of tramped up charges aimed at derailing the union's 
battie against EGT Development. The three are the firat to go to court out of more than 
200 ILWU membera and supportere charged by union-busting bosses and cops. 

On Dec. 30, a jury deliberated just 12 minutes before finding Kelly Palmer, 44, not 
guilty of charges of disorderiy conduct at the union picket line set up outside EGT 
Development's grain terminal. Paliher was accused of blocking a car July 25 that was 
being driven by Martin Herman, president of Specialty Response Corp., a private cop 
outfit hired by EGT. 

Eyewitnesses explained that Palmer, who was on picket duty that day, merely crossed 
EGT's driveway to get better cell phone reception while on a call and did not block any 
vehicles. Herman did not attend the trial. 

"I'm relieved," Palmer told the press. "I couldn't believe I was being arrested when I 
didn't do anything wrong." 

A week earlier, ILWU member Shelly Ann Pdrter was acquitted of charges of assaulting 
an EGT officer who tried to take her photo at a July 22 union protest outside the 
company's terminal at the Port of Longview. Porter pushed away die boss's hand as he 
put his cell phone camera in her face. 

Also on Dec. 30, prior to jury selection for a trial, prosecutora dropped their charges 
against ILWU member William Roberts, 42, who had been charged witii disorderiy 
conduct at the port. 

EGT Development has refused to hire ILWU membera at its terminal in violation of an 
agreement between the union and the Port of Longview. Instead, the bosses have hired 
members of Operating Engineera Union Local 701 tiirough a subcontractor under 
inferior conditions and witiiout a contract. If EGT prevails, it would be the firat West 
Coast terminal ran without ILWU labor in eight decades. 
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"I'm happy the jury saw the truth in tiiese set-up charges," Dan Coffman, ILWU Local 
21 president, told the Militant. Local 21 organizes longshore workera here in Longview. 

'These acquittals show, the support for tiie union," Coffman said. 'There is a change of 
perception in what tiie union is up against with this Pinkerton type Specialty Response 
security agency and the public relations fimi EGT has hired to spin tiieir story." 

Meanwhile, the union is preparing for a large protest when EGT brings in its firat ship to 
load grain later this month. Several unions and other organizations have pledged to come 
to Longview for the protest, according to Coffman. 

The Committee to Defend the ILWU, a rank-and-file committee within ILWU Local 10 
in San Francisco, has announced it will organize a vehicles caravan to join the protest 
here when the ship arrives. 

The San Francisco Labor Council issued a resolution endoraing the caravan and calling 
on other labor organizations to do the same. 

Occupy Longview has put out a national call for other Occupy groups to join the protest 
in solidarity. On Dec. 12 Occupy Longview organized a protest at the port of Longview 
in support of the union's straggle. 

At the same time, anarchists, many of whom are motivated by interests counter to those 
of the union battie and the working class in general, are planning to be at the port 
protest. An anonymous post to Anarchistaews.org, for example, called on anarchists to 
"bring black flags and storm the gates," adding tiiat they did not need to be "weighed 
down by Occupy*s moral stances on tactics." 

"We need to fight EGT. If tiiey break tiie ILWU, who's next?" Occupy Longview 
Spokesperaon Paul Nipper told the Militant. "An injury to one is an injury to all. As the 
host Occupy group we are asking people to come here and participate in a peaceful 
protest exactiy as our Dec. 12 protest was held. We want no arrests, no injuries, no 
confrontation other than the presence of our bodies and our voices." 

Financial contributions to help pay for ILWU Local 21 's fight can be made out to "EGT 
Fighting Fund" and mailed to ILWU Local 21,617 14tii Ave. Longview, WA 98632. 

Related articles: 
Miners in Indonesia gain big wage raise in 3-month strike 
Qn the Picket Line 
Help build ILWU action in Wash. 

China; fights by tellers heat wp. economy WQIS 
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THE lAIUTAHT 
Vol. 76/No. 4 January 30,2012 

Back ILWU struggle 
against union busting! 
Port workers prepare visible, disciplined protest 
(lead article) 

BY MARY MARTIN 
LONGVIEW, Wash.—The Intemational Longshore and Warehouse Union is preparing 
a large, disciplined and peaceful protest against EGT Development's union busting 
when the company brings in its firat scab ship to load grain at their terminal here. 

The union is getting the call out as widely as possible to unions and other supporters. 
Officials of ILWU Local 21 in Longview said they anticipate only days, possibly houra, 
notice of the ship's arrival, which is expected sometime in late January. 

EGT refuses to hire ILWU workers in violation of the union's agreement with the Port 
of Longview. Instead, it has hired membera of Operating Engineera Union Local 701 
through a subcontractor, under inferior working conditions and wages, without a 
contract. If EGT prevails, it will be the firet grain terminal on the West Coast ran 
without ILWU labor in more than eight decades. 

Federal and local officials are mobilizing a substantial force of police. Coast Guard ships 
and helicoptera, and other govemment agencies to accompany the ship's arrival. 

The Coast Guard has warned ILWU membera they face revocation of govemment-
issued work authorization credentials known as TWTC cards if it can inculpate the 
unionists* action as interfering "with the free flow of commerce." 

The union has faced concerted harassment from cops and other government officials. In 
a Jan. 3 letter sent to all ILWU locals, union Intemational President Robert McEllrath 
noted that "officers, rank and file, and union supportera have been aggressively arrested 
or summoned to court by the hundreds for demonstrating against EGT." 

Over the last few weeks, nine ILWU membera have been cleared of frame-up charges 
against them. 

"Federal labor law...criminalizes worker solidarity," McEllrath wrote, "outiaws labor's 
most effective tools, and protects commerce while severely restricting unions." 
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In this context, the union also faces the challenge that some groups have been planning 
to protest at the port with tiieir own political motives that ron counter to those of the 
union straggle, including calls for a "community blockade** to shut down the port. 
"Bring black flags and storm tiie gates,** an anonymous post to Anarchistaews.org urged. 

The national Investor's Business Daily seized on this, equating any disraption to 
shipping with "piracy** tiiat should be treated as such. The paper said it was time 
govemment officials and their cops "got tough** witii anyone "interfering with die 
livelihoods of otiiera without consequences to themselves." 

"Please take extreme caution when dealing with supportera of non-ILWU sanctioned 
calls to action relative to EGT," McEllratii wrote ILWU membera. "Everytiiing is at 
stake for the community of Longview and our membera." 

ILWU builds protest 
"Here in Longview we are seeing govemment involvement in union busting under the 
guise of keeping the port safe," ILWU Local 21 president, Dan Coffman, told the 
Militant, 'The ILWU is standing up for every worker in the worid. That's why we keep 
fighting. We are in this for the long haul." 

"My message to all who want to come stand with the ILWU at our protest is be peaceful 
like Ghandi, or don't come," Coffman added. 

Columbia River pilots who guide ocean going vessels upriver to ports including 
Longview are under govemment pressure to facilitate the scab ship's operation. 

"I can't believe tiiey're making us cross the picket line of the ILWU,' one river pilot told 
tiie Militant, speaking on condition of anonymity. 'They say we are independent 
contractora, which is trae, but we are also membera of the Mastera, Mates and Pilots 
Union," an affiliate of the Intemational Longshoremen Association. Pilots risk losing 
their licenses if they decline to pilot a vessel. 

The rales for pilots are clear, Kim Duncan told the press. She is die chairwoman of the 
Oregon Board of Maritime Pilots, a regulating agency. 'The pilot must board the ship. 
It's unequivocal," she said. Calls to Duncan from the Militant were not retumed. 

Area unions that have pledged their support to Local 21 's fight include the Association 
of Westem Pulp and Paper Workera; United Brotherhood of Carpentera and Joinera; 
Intemational Chemical Workera Union; Plumbera, Fittera and Weldera; and locals of the 
United Food and Commercial Workera and the Intemational Association of Machinists. 

In Longview, worker-correspondents for the Militant found growing community support 
for tiie ILWU's fight. 

"Watching a strong union stand up in a civil way puts a spotiight on what a union is and 
how the union makes peoples* lives better," Norma McKittrick, 33, a credit union 
worker, said. "When you go from being union to nonunion and you lose the protection 
you had, you really appreciate having a union." McKittrick said people should join the 
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union protest when the ship comes. 

'This is probably one of the most important union fights in U.S. history,'* Lawrence 
Wagle, a retired school teacher, told the Militant. "If they break the Longshore union 
they can break any union, resulting in lowering the living standards of everyone." 

ILWU Local 21, together with Local 4 in Vancouver, Wash., Local 8 in Portland, Ore., 
and Local 40, the ILWU clerks* union for the local region, have maintained picket lines 
outside EGT*s gates 24 houra a day since June 2011. The union is limited to eight 
pickets. 

! 
As winter weatiier sets in, Local 21 has further reinforced its picket stations with i 
insulated tents. Funds are needed to maintain these picket lines including expenses for | 
heaters, propane fuel, coffee and portable toilets. Send messages of support and 
donations to ILWU Local 21,617 14tii Ave. Longview, WA 98632. Make checks out to 
"EGT Fighting Fund." 

Related articles: 
Locked-outOhio tire workers: 'Community is really behind us' 
China workera push back bosses sack-or-move plan 
Texas mill workers' strike in 9th month. Mn it to win' 
Honor of picket line strengthened strike against Indiana Limestone 
USW faces contract expiration at Cooper Tire in Ark 
Solidarî  with longshore workers! 
Calif, candy workera 'lost a battle, but not the war' 
Quebec paper mill closed after workera reject wage, pension cut 
NY Cahlevision workers fight for union recognition 
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DECLARATION 

I, Steve Clark, make this declaration in support ofthe application to the 
Federal Election Commission for an advisory opinion that the Socialist 
Workers Party, the SWP*s National Campaign Committee, and the 
committees supporting the candidates of the SWP are entitled to exemption 
from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Campaign Act. 

I make this declaration on the basis of my personal knowledge. 

1. I am the chainnan of the Socialist Workers National 
Campaign Committee and have been active in support of 
candidates of the Socialist Workers Party for more than forty 
years. 

2. The SWP has run candidates for President since 1948 and for 
other federal, state and local ofiices. 

3. In my experience, and based on my knowledge of the party's 
campaigns for public office, the SWP has never received a 
large or unexpected donation from a non-traditional donor, in 
close races or otherwise. 

4. In my experience, and based on my knowledge of the party's 
campaigns for public office, the SWP has never been 
approached by a major party contender, or anyone else, in an 
attempt to have the SWP divert votes to aid their campaign. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed in New York, New York, on April 15,2013. 

Steve Clark 
April 15,2013 



EXHIBIT 66 



DECLARATION 
I, Maura DeLuca, make this declaration in support ofthe application to the 

Federal Election Commission for an advisoiy opinion that the SWP, the SWP's 
National Campaign Conunittee, and the committees supporting the candidates of 
the SWP are entitled to exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the 
Federal Campaign Act. 

I make this declaration on the basis of my personal knowledge. 

1. I am currently running as the Socialist Workers Party candidate for 
Mayor of Onuha, Nebraska. Last year I ran as vice-presidential candidate 
for the party, on a ticket with James Harris for president. 

2. I submitted a declaration October 9,2012, in support of the application 
by the SWP, the SWP's National Campaign Committee, and the 
committees supporting the candidates of the SWP for continued 
exemption from certain disclosure provisions of the Federal Campaign 
Act. As part of that declaration, I reported on being stopped and 
interrogated by a Canadian border agent conceming my political 

! activities. 
I 

3. "Within seconds of scanning my passport, she had all kinds of 
information—some of which she questioned me about, including the frict 
that I had been tp Cuba on a reporting trip for the Militant nevrspapec and 
that I am a member of the National Committee of the SWP. It seemed 
that she had accessed a sizeable dossier on me, including some political 
information that would not be readily available on-line," I swore. 

4. I have been provided with a copy of draft B of Advisoiy Opinion 2012-
38 cQnceming the SWP application to continue exemption from certain 
FEC reporting requirements, which, conceming my harassment at the 
Canadian border, "It is possible, however, that the information was 
gathered by the Canadian govemment itself." 

5. However, I knew then that there is a record of Canadian border agents 
having access to U.S. govemment files on U.S. citizens, which is 
common knowledge among political activists. The SWP application for 
extension of its exemption contained an exhibit documenting this faxX 
(Exhibit R), ''Do dataA)ases cross a line in border checks," an article 
which appeared in the April 21,2010, USA Today. 

6. Draft B goes on to say "even had the Canadian immigration authorities 
obtained some or all of the information from the U.S. govemment, it 
could have been long dormant information." But, as I swore in my 



declaration, they produced information on a political meeting that I was 
scheduled to specdc at that very weekend, as well as other information on 
my political activities in the campaign and over the last year. 

7. This section of Draft B concludes, '*the result was nothing more than the 
inconvenience of an inquiry and a temporary delay in crossing the border 
into Canada." 

8. To the contrary, I was quite apprehensive that I was going to be excluded 
from Canada and/or otherwise harassed. 

9. I was familiar with experiences other candidates and leaders of the SWP 
had had in previous visits to Canada, from both Canadian and U.S. 
border personnel, based on their U.S. poiiticai activities. 

10.In particular, I knew about the harassment and expulsion from Canada in 
1987 of Mac Warren, an SWP leader who ran for office for the party, 
including for president in 1988 and 1992. 

11 .On September 19,1987, Warren, who is African-American, travelled to 
Canada and was pulled out of line by Canadian customs agents and 
subjected to a seven-hour ordeal. 

12. When Warren presented his identification to border agents after landing 
in Canada, he was told to step aside. He was questioned by agents, who 
they began to go througjh his belongings, vdiere they found political 
material, including a book, a pamphlet, a copy of a recent injunction in 
the case SWP vs, Attomey General barring govemment spying on the 
SWP, and the text of a political report Warren had delivered to a recent 
party gathering. 

13. Warren's bags were searched a total of five times by both Canadian 
Customs authorities and, later, by U.S. customs agents, who got involved. 
He was then offered a choice—stay in detention over the weekend and 
then see a judge or let another agent review his entry request. 

14. When Warren opted for the latter, he was subjected to further harassment, 
including a demeaning strip search. 

15. After some time, Warren was told that because of "computer problems" it 
would take too long to complete the check and he would be denied entry 
and sent back to the U.S. 

16. Warren was turned over the U.S. Customs Service agents in the departure 
area of the airport. Warren overheard Canadian agents tell the U.S. agents 



that he was a leader of the Socialist Workers Party. He was scheduled to 
be sent back to the U.S. on a 5:30 p.m. flight. 

17. However, agents from both countries took Warren back to the detention 
room he had been interrogated in earlier and started a new round of 
questioning. "What are you doing in Canada? Do you have a branch 
here? Are you trying to recmit people here?" were among the questions 
they demanded he answer. 

18. After this further harassment. Warren was taken back to the departure 
area, where the 5:30 p.m. flight had akeady departed. After further 
harassment, including intimating to others in the waiting area that Warren 
was a drug smuggler, he was placed on a later flight out of the country. 

19.1 have attached an article fix>m the October 2,1987, Militant reporting on 
this incident. 

20.Warren was later able to travel to Canada a few weeks later only after the 
intervention of Leonard Boudin, attomey for the SWP, and protest from 
political figures in Canada, including members of parliament there. 

21 .For these reasons, I was quite concemed about what would happen to me 
next when I was taken aside and interrogated about my political activities 
and plans. 

I declare under penalty of perjuiy tiiiat the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed February 11 in Omaha, Nebraska. 

Maura DeLuca 
Febniaiy 11,2013 
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